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RÉSUMÉ
Ma thèse de doctorat a porté sur le développement d'une nouvelle méthode pour étudier
l‘usure de l'outil et de la vie de l'outil lors de l'usinage d‘un composite à matrice métallique de
titane (TiMMCs). Ce nouveau matériau offre de nombreux autres avantages par rapport aux
alliages de titane conventionnels et les matériaux composites à matrice métallique. Grace à haute
résistance, rigidité au fluage à des températures élevées, TiMMCs est considéré comme un
matériau de choix pour des applications dans l'aérospatiale et de l'automobile dans un avenir
proche. Toutefois, la combinaison de toutes ces caractéristiques d'usinage d'alliages de titane et
des matériaux composites à matrice métallique rend les TiMMCs extrêmement difficile à usiner
tandis que leur usinabilité n‘est pas complètement comprise dans la littérature.
Dans des diverses études sur l'usure de l'outil trois régions différentes de l'usure des outils
ont été distingués en fonction de l'augmentation de l'outil usure rapport au temps de coupe. Ils
sont successivement l‘usure initiale, l‘usure régulière et la période d'usure accélérée. Cependant,
le phénomène d'usure initiale de l'outil et ainsi que son impact sur la vie de l'outil pendant le
processus d'usinage n‘est pas clairement compris. Ce fait peut être expliqué en notant que la
plupart de ces études ont été focalisées sur la période de l'usure régulière qui semble
intuitivement être une bonne méthode pour estimer la vie de l‘outil.
Par conséquence, dans le but de mieux comprendre le phénomène de l'usure de l'outil
initiale et ses influences sur la vie de l'outil, le comportement initial de l'usure de l'outil pendant
l'usinage de TiMMCs a été considéré dans le cadre de ma thèse. Les résultats obtenus nous ont
montré que l'usure se produit dès le premier instant de l‘usinage. Cette usure spéciale se prolonge
jusqu‘à seulement dix secondes au maximum. Tel usure initiale est le résultat de plusieurs
procédés compliqués tels que les dommages de la couche du revêtement, la friction –
tribologique, la diffusion et l‘adhérence. La basse conductivité thermique et une grande réactivité
des alliages de titane conduisent à la déformation plastique et à la formation d'un built-up-edge
(BUE) à des températures élevées dans toutes les conditions expérimentales effectuées dans la
première (ou initiale) zone d‘usure. Ce mécanisme d'usure est en effet opposé à celui de
l'abrasion de la période de l'usure régulière.
Il est également important de montrer que les analyses du mécanisme d'usure lors de la
première période sur l'usure de transition nous amènent à une nouvelle forme d'usure. L'effet de
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contraintes chimiques sous la force de coupe accélérée et des températures élevées était la raison
principale de l'usure de diffusion. Les sous-produits de ce procédé peuvent spontanément réagir
avec l'oxygène atmosphérique pour former les matériaux à base de titane et d'aluminium oxydés
qui, par la suite, se diffusent à partir de la couche de revêtement et les TiMMCs sous l‘influence
de haute pression et température élevée. Ces mécanismes en association avec la couche de
revêtement (Ti,Al) N de l'outil de coupe et la présence du matériau de renforcement (TiC) de la
pièce à couper ont généré une nouvelle couche mince dans son ensemble impliquant dans le
processus d'usinage. Cette nouvelle couche d'usure qui a souvent été appelé le ―wear shield‖ se
trouve notamment sur la face de dépouille à la première période de l'usure de transition. Cette
formulation de la couche d'usure de bouclier nous permet une meilleure explication pourquoi les
taux d'usure augmente très rapidement lors de l'usure initiale, puis diminue brusquement au point
de transition à la période de l'usure stationnaire; et aussi nous permet d‘interpréter de manière
significative comment l'usure d'outil initiale et de conditions de coupe initiales affectent
l'évolution de l'usure des outils et ainsi que toute la vie de l'outil.
Un autre point important à souligner est que la théorie du chaos est appliquée pour la
première fois au à notre connaissance afin d‘étudier l'effet des conditions initiales de l'usure de
l‘outil. L‘efficacité de cette théorie mathématique a été prouvée pour décrire comment quelque
chose change avec le temps en fonction de la dépendance sensible aux conditions initiales. Plus
important encore, des études scientifiques ont prouvé que la théorie du chaos s‘applique aux
systèmes dynamiques les plus simples, démontrant que le chaos est la règle. Cette nouvelle
philosophie pourrait changer considérablement les méthodes de recherche en théorie d‘usinage.
Les analyses de la dynamique d‘usinage et de l‘usure des outils d‘un point de vue de la théorie du
chaos peuvent donc se révéler très intéressante. Cela implique une analyse approfondie des
paramètres initiaux des processus d‘usinage. Nous avons donc concentré la recherche sur ces
caractéristiques de chaos pour démontrer la dépendance de la vie de l'outil des conditions de
coupe initiales. En fait, presque toutes les applications de chaos ont concerné un système
dynamique non-linéaire tandis que son application n'a jamais été rapportée dans des études sur
l'usure de l'outil. Par conséquent, un nouveau concept, l'usure chaotique de l'outil, doit être
numériquement envisagé pour étudier les influences des conditions de coupe initiales sur la vie
de l'outil. Dans notre cas, l'évolution des courbes d'usure au cours du processus d'usinage qui
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vont démontrer utilisés pour calculer les exposants de Lyapunov requise une caractérisation par
une fonction continue.
Deux nouveaux modèles mathématiques sont donc proposés dans ce travail. Premièrement,
un nouveau modèle mathématique dit «chaotic tool wear» a été développé pour quantifier
correctement une usure chaotique de l'outil pendant un processus d'usinage. Ce modèle est basé
sur l‘exposant de Lyapunov et de la dimension fractale. Afin de résoudre les phénomènes d'usure
chaotiques, un autre modèle mathématique pour caractériser la variation de la courbe d'usure sous
différents paramètres initiaux est également développé. En particulier, les méthodes de B-splines
cubique de collocation et de plusieurs étapes sont utilisées pour résoudre une équation
différentielle ordinaire d'un modèle chaotique de l'usure de l'outil.
Notre nouveau modèle usure chaotique d‘outil fournit, pour la première fois, une
explication entière du comportement du taux de l'usure à la période d'usure initiale et apporte plus
de perceptibilité concernant la dépendance significative de la vie de l'outil sur les conditions de
coupe initiales. En outre, l'application de tel modèle chaotique d‘usure de l'outil pour varier les
conditions initiales de coupe lors de l'usinage TiMMCs nous permet une amélioration de la vie de
l'outil jusqu'à 24,5%.
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ABSTRACT
This research work focused on developing a new method to investigate the tool wear and
tool life during machining of titanium metal matrix composite (TiMMCs). That novel generation
material offers many other advantages compared to titanium alloys and metal matrix composites.
Due to high strength, high stiffness, and creep resistance at high temperatures, TiMMCs is
considered as a material of choice for applications in aerospace and automotive industries in the
near future. However, the combination of all the hard machining characteristics of titanium alloys
and metal matrix composites makes the TiMMCs an extremely difficult to cut material while
their machinability is still not fully understood in the open literature.
In various studies on tool wear and tool life, three distinctive regions of tool wear have
widely been classified according to the increase of tool wear versus cutting time. They are the
initial wear, steady wear and accelerated wear periods. However, the initial tool wear
phenomenon and its influence on the tool life are not yet clearly understood. This fact can be
explained by noting that most of these studies have been performed within the steady wear period
which intuitively seems to be the right method to handle tool life problem.
Accordingly, with the aim of contributing to a better understanding of the initial tool wear
phenomenon as well as how it affects to the tool life, an investigation on initial tool wear
behavior during machining of TiMMCs has been conducted in this thesis. The results have shown
that the initial wear occurs at the first instant and extends to only ten seconds at the most; it is a
result of complicated mechanisms such as coating layer damage, friction - tribological wear
diffusion and adhesion. The low thermal conductivity and high reactivity of titanium alloys lead
to plastic deformation and forming of a built-up-edge (BUE) at elevated temperatures under all
experimental cutting conditions in the first or initial, wear zone. This wear mechanism is indeed
opposite to the wear mechanism of abrasion found in the steady wear period.
More importantly, by analyzing the wear mechanism at the first transition wear period we
report herein a new wear form. The effect of chemical stresses under high cutting force and high
temperatures was the main reason for the resulting diffusion wear; the by-products of that cutting
process can spontaneously react with atmospheric oxygen. These oxidized titanium and
aluminum based materials then diffuse from the coating layer and the TiMMCs at high pressure
and elevated temperature. All together, these mechanisms in association with the coating layer
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(Ti,Al)N of the cutting tool and TiC reinforcement of the workpiece material generated a new
hard thin layer involved in the machining process. This new wear layer which authors have
coined ―wear shield‖ is mostly found on the flank face at the first transition wear period. The
formulation of the wear shield layer allows a better explanation why the wear rate increases very
fast during initial wear and then decreases abruptly at the transition point to the steady wear
period on one hand; and interpreting how significantly the initial tool wear and initial cutting
conditions affect the tool wear evolution and the entire tool life on the other.
In this work, chaos theory is applied, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, to
investigate the effect of initial conditions on the tool wear. The mathematic of chaos theory has
been proved efficient in describing how something changes in time based on it sensitive
dependence on initial conditions. More importantly, it is reported that chaos theory can apply to a
simple dynamical system. This new philosophy can notably change the methodologies for the
studies of machining technology. Analyzing dynamical cutting and tool wear during machining
process based on the chaos theory is thus of interest. This implies a thorough analysis of the
initial parameters of the machining process. We therefore considered these characteristics of
chaos to demonstrate the dependence of the tool life on the initial cutting conditions. In fact,
almost all applications of chaos have concerned a nonlinear dynamical system while its
application in the tool wear investigation has not been reported in the literature so far. Hence to
investigate how sensitively the tool life is affected by the initial cutting conditions the chaotic
tool wear should be quantified numerically. In this case, the wear curves evolution during the
machining processes that are being used to calculate Lyapunov exponents need to be modeled by
a continuous function.
Accordingly, two new mathematical models are proposed in this thesis. First, a new
mathematical model so called ―chaotic tool wear‖ is proposed to quantify a chaotic tool wear
during machining based on the Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension. In order to solve the
chaotic wear phenomena, another mathematical model is developed to characterize the variation
in wear curves under different initial parameters. In the present work, the multistep method and
cubic B-splines collocation methods are used to solve an ordinary differential equation of a
chaotic tool wear model.
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As a result, a new concept of tool wear, ―chaotic tool wear‖, is proposed in the study of tool
wear. The chaotic tool wear model provides for the first time with a full explanation of the wear
rate behavior at the first initial wear period and brings more insight on how the tool life depends
significantly on the initial cutting conditions. More importantly, application of the chaotic tool
wear model to change initial cutting conditions when machining TiMMCs improved the tool life
by up to 24.5%.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the research plan for this study. First discussion will deal with the state-ofthe-art of chaos theory, initial wear phenomenon and the problem of machining titanium metal
matrix composites (TiMMCs). The research questions and motivation for the research project are
revealed. In order to bring out the problem statements our research objectives, hypothesis
statements and research approach are then discussed. Finally outlines of the remaining contents
are provided.

1.1

Motivation
Chaos theory is a field of study in mathematics that primarily refers to the behavior of

nonlinear dynamical systems. Chaos is considered as an aperiodic long-term behavior in a
deterministic system and exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions [1]. Therefore, it has
been widely used to explain how something changes over time and predicting the behavioral
change in a system based on the initial conditions. The prediction based on the characteristics of
chaos was recently applied not only to the short term but also the long-term behavior of
numerous technical systems [2]; eventually chaos can be used to predict something deemed
unpredictable [3]. More importantly, the work of X. Buff and A. Cheritat [4] have demonstrated
that chaos theory can be applied to a simple dynamical systems, as well as such the chaos is the
rule. This new philosophy can change dramatically on the theoretical research method of
machining. Analyses of tool wear and tool life during a machining process based on the chaos
theory, therefore, being interested. This involves a thorough analysis of the initial cutting
parameters during machining process.
Notwithstanding the efficiency of chaos in the many different fields mentioned above, in
the literature no research study is related to the application of chaos to investigate tool wear
during a machining process. Additionally, the effect of initial conditions and initial tool wear
mechanism on the tool life has not been clearly expressed in all the studies of tool wear. During a
machining process, the tool life is determined based on a wear curve evolution over time; this
curve normally consists of three distinctive regions [5] according to the increase of tool wear
versus cutting time: the initial wear or running-in period, steady wear stage and accelerated wear
period. However, most researchers in the field have studied the steady wear period [6-8] which
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intuitively seems to be the right method to handle tool life problem. Therefore, the tool wear
mechanisms at the first instant of machining and its evolution within the first, or initial wear,
period are not clearly understood. It is reported that, the initial wear or break-in period plays a
very important role in the working life of a vehicle engine [9-11]. In this case, the initial wear
period or running-in period occurs rapidly with extremely high wear rate; its wear behavior
determines performance capability of the system [12] and therefore control of the running-in
process within the first or initial wear zone can extend the working life of engineering
tribosystems [11, 13, 14].
Indeed, the nature of the tool wear mechanism in the case of machining differ from the
wear in cylinder-engine systems discussed above; but their initial wear behavior in regards to the
initial conditions could be related. Therefore, studying the initial tool wear and the effect of the
initial conditions on the tool life during a machining process is of interest.
Studying the tool wear during a machining process is even more crucial with respect to the
new materials such as titanium metal matrix composites (TiMMCs) in the present work. The
latter is considered as a new generation material owning many advantages compared to the
conventional titanium alloys and metal matrix composites. Therefore, the TiMMCs are
increasingly attractive for a wide range of applications in the aerospace and automotive industries
[15, 16]; however, due to the combination of all the machining problems of the titanium alloys
and metal matrix composites the TiMMCs is a very difficult to cut material causing relatively
very short tool life while the studies their machinability is still very limited in the open literature
[15, 17].
All the facts mentioned above leave open fundamental questions which require further
investigation:
1.

The first question deals with the initial tool wear behavior, such as what exactly the
initial tool wear phenomenon during machining TiMMCs is? What is the mechanism
of wear at the first moment of cutting as well as when does it occur, how long does it
take and why its wear rate increases so fast within the first wear period and then
decreases abruptly to the steady period?
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2.

The second question is as follows: what is relationship between the initial conditions or
initial tool wear behavior and the tool life? In the case study, we focus on investigating
how much the tool life changes with the different initial conditions.

3.

The final question is devoted finding a chaotic signal in the relatively simple system of
the tool wear during machining.

We thus focus our attention on the initial tool wear behavior and the effect of initial cutting
conditions on the tool life during machining of TiMMCs. Part of the work is to develop a novel
methodology on the basis of chaos theory to demonstrate the relationship between the initial
conditions and tool life.

1.2

Research objectives
In order to express the research questions this dissertation concentrates on 2 main

objectives. The first objective is to study the initial tool wear mechanism during machining
TiMMCs material, and in particular, the effect of cutting parameters on the wear mechanism
within the first wear period is analyzed. The second objective is to investigate how the initial
cutting conditions as well as initial wear mechanism influence the tool life. In this case,
characteristics of chaos are being used to demonstrate the significant dependence of the tool life
on the initial cutting parameters. That second objective consists of two parts: first, a wear curve
evolution in time that is used to model a chaotic wear function and model by a continuous
equation; hence a new mathematical model to characterize the variation in wear curves under
different initial parameters is developed. The second part is linked to a development of a new
mathematical model to quantify a chaotic tool wear based on the Lyapunov exponent. To achieve
the research goals, here are the specific objectives:
1.

Investigate experimentally initial tool wear and its evolution over time during
machining TiMMCs. The analysis of tool wear mechanism is specially taken into
consideration at the first moment of cutting and at the first wear transition moment;

2.

Study the effect of cutting parameters on the initial wear mechanism to find the most
significant factor towards the initial tool wear;
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3.

Study the influence of initial cutting conditions on the tool life when machining
TiMMCs; this is aimed at exhibiting the chaotic signal in accordance with the positive
values of the Lyapunov exponent within the tool wear system.

4.

Develop a new mathematical model to quantify a chaotic behavior in the tool wear
system based on Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension. Calculation and
quantification of a chaotic signal in the wear system require developing a new
mathematical equation to characterize a wear curve evolution over time under different
initial conditions. If the sensitive dependence of the tool life on the initial conditions is
exhibited within the proposed model, a new concept of tool wear, a ―chaotic tool wear‖
would then be discussed.

1.3

Hypothesis statements
1.

It is reported that the abrasion is the dominant wear mechanism in almost all
investigated cutting conditions when machining MMCs and TiMMCs. We expect that
the initial tool wear mechanism at the first moment of cutting differs to the wear
mechanism at the steady wear region.

2.

Chaos theory has never been applied to the case of tool wear. It is expected that initial
cutting parameters influence significantly the tool life during a machining process. In
this case a chaotic motion can be found within a simple tool wear system.

3.

Controlling the initial cutting conditions would improve the tool life during machining
process.

1.4

Research approach
The first step in accomplishing the objectives of this work is to investigate experimentally

the initial tool wear during machining of TiMMCs. The experimental design is taken into
consideration to find which cutting tool and cutting condition as well as what experimental model
would fit the special case in this thesis. We focus this work attention on the tool wear mechanism
at the first moment cutting and wear behavior at the first transition, between the initial and steady
wear by a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and an energy dispersive X-ray (EDX). The first
experimental work is conducted under different cutting speeds with the purpose of studying tool
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wear evolution in time and tool life when machining the TiMMCs. In order to investigate the
impact of cutting parameters on the initial wear mechanism the second experiment stage is
performed using the response surface methodology (RSM) in accordance with central composite
design (CCD).
In order to investigate how significant is the tool life affected by the initial cutting
conditions the characteristics of chaos theory was used to bring out an existence of a relationship
between the tool life and the initial cutting conditions. First, we focus on developing a new
mathematical model to characterize a wear curve‘s evolution over time under different cutting
conditions. This curve is then used to calculate the scatter wear dimension and the Lyapunov
exponents to find any sensitive dependence of the tool life on the initial conditions. A new
mathematical model so called ―chaotic tool wear‖ was therefore proposed in the second phase
based on the Lyapunov exponent in accordance with the ordinary differential equation to quantify
both empirically and numerically the chaotic tool wear behavior during a machining process. The
multistep and Cubic B-splines collocation methods were used to solve the ordinary differential
equation of chaotic tool wear. In addition, the variations in tool wear curves under different initial
cutting parameters are quantified by a fractal dimension. The chaotic tool wear model was then
applied to change initial cutting conditions during machining of TiMMCs. The obtained results
are discussed in detail and validated on the basis of the Chaos theory.

1.5

Outline of the dissertation
-

Chapter 2 provides knowledge background of the chaos theory and fractal geometry. It
also contains a literature review related to the machinability of the titanium metal
matrix composites and the initial wear problems.

-

Chapter 3 deals with the initial tool wear behavior during machining of TiMMCs. This
work focus on the study of initial tool wears mechanism at the first moment of cutting
and at the transition between the first initial and second steady wear zones. The effect
of cutting parameters on the initial wear mechanism will be discussed.

-

Chapter 4 presents an experimental study of chaotic phenomenon in a tool wear
system. A chaotic tool wear model based on the scatter wear dimension during a
machining process is proposed in this section.
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-

In chapter 5 we propose a new method to investigate tool wear during a machining
process based on chaos theory. A new mathematical model to characterize tool wear
curve evolution in time is first developed by using multistep and Cubic B-splines
collocation methods. A novel mathematical model to quantify a chaotic tool wear
behavior is proposed based on Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension. Accordingly,
a new concept of tool wear so called ―chaotic tool wear‖ is then discussed.

-

Chapter 6 is a general conclusion and recommendations for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Machinability of titanium metal matrix composites (TiMMCs)
Titanium metal matrix composites (TiMMCs) have appeared as a new generation material.

They are generally distinguished by the characteristics of the reinforcement, such as particles of
titanium carbide (TiC) and titanium boride (TiB) [18-21], whiskers and continuous or
discontinuous fibers of silicon carbide (SiC) [16, 22, 23]. Among them, reinforcing with the
hardest refractory metal carbides such the TiC particles provides superior properties at elevated
temperature and exceptional wear resistance [18, 21, 24]. Thanks to their high strength, stiffness,
and creep resistance at high temperatures the TiMMCs has been tackled by different research
groups for applications in areas such as aerospace and automotive industries [15, 16, 18].
However, the combination of machining problems associated with metal matrix composites
(MMCs) and titanium alloys into the (TiMMCs) renders the machining of this material a real
challenge in the field [15, 17].
The difficult machining characteristics of titanium alloys are high reactivity, low thermal
conductivity, relatively low modulus, and maintaining their high strength and hardness at
elevated temperatures [25, 26]. The low thermal conductivity of titanium leads to a significant
increase in cutting temperature at the tool-workpiece interface during machining. As a result, the
cutting tool material tends to react chemically with titanium at high temperature and causes
adhesion of the workpiece material to the cutting edge [7]. Consequently, the adhesive wear
through plastic deformation and welding rapidly develops [27, 28]. In addition, the high tensile
strength in combination with the low Young's modulus of titanium alloys cause high temperature
and high mechanical stresses at the cutting edge which lead to a particularly fast tool wear [29].
Furthermore, metal matrix composites (MMCs) are also considered as a difficult to cut
material due to the abrasive properties of hard particle reinforcement [21, 30, 31]. The MMCs
reinforced with ceramic particulates provide a number of advantages compared to their base
metals such as higher specific strengths and moduli, higher wear resistance at elevated
temperature and lower coefficients of thermal expansion [32]. As a result, machining of MMCs
lead to poor tool life and inconsistent machined surface quality [33]. Hence, abrasion is found to
be the dominant wear mechanism in almost all investigated cutting conditions [17, 34, 35]. The
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abrasive wear is accelerated and depends on the percentage of reinforcement in the MMCs due to
the interference between the reinforcement particles [36].

2.2

Initial wear phenomenon
Cutting tool life depends on the combined effect of several factors occurring during the

machining process; where the tool wear evolution over time is the result of complicated physical,
chemical, and thermo-mechanical phenomena forming through the different mechanisms such as
adhesion, abrasion, diffusion, and oxidation [37]. In general, the tool life is determined when its
wear value exceeds a limit that can be observed on a wear curve. This curve normally consists of
three distinctive regions [5] according to the increase of tool wear versus cutting time: the initial
wear or running-in period, steady wear stage and accelerated wear period as shown in Figure 2-1.
However, most researchers in the field have referred to the steady wear period [6-8] which
intuitively seems to be the right method to handle tool life problem. Therefore, the tool wear
mechanisms at the instant moment of machining or at the first transition, between the initial and
steady wear, and their evolution over time are still not clearly discussed yet in spite of numerous
investigations conducted over the past decades. Otherwise, effect of the initial wear mechanism
and initial conditions on the tool life has not clearly expressed in the literature.

Figure 2-1: Three wear period of the tool wear vs. cutting time
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The effect of the initial tool wear on the tool life could be compared to the influence of the
running-in or break-in period on the wear mechanism of cylinder-engine systems. They are all
closely related to progressive wear [9-11] and therefore control of the running-in process can thus
extend the working life of engineering tribosystems [11, 13, 14]. As in the case of a piston ring
and cylinder system the break-in is the most important period in the life of an engine because this
wear period determines the performance of the system [12]. Running of the break-in condition is
thus recommended for all new cars to extend the vehicle life. A Toyota (Series 2012) can be
given here as a representative example: it is advised not to stop suddenly during the course of the
first 300 km and not to be drive at extremely high speeds or constant speed for extended periods
during the first 1600 km.
However, in the case of machining, the initial wear mechanism would be completely
different to the case of surfaces being in continuous contact, like in the case of a car engine.
During the cutting process, the two surfaces of the tool, rake face and clearance face, are
constantly in contact with the newly generated surfaces, chip face and part face. Furthermore,
during a machining operation, the chip flows on the rake face and the machined surface rubs the
flank face, such that they never come back [38]. It essentially changes the running-in process.
Accordingly, the initial tool wear behavior probably plays an important role in the tool wear
evolution and tool life. Therefore, investigation on the initial tool wear behavior and its effect on
the tool life for machining process are relevant.

2.3

Overview of the chaos theory
In 1963, Edward Lorenz reported the first chaotic attractor in a three-dimensional

autonomous system when he studied the atmospheric convection by deterministic ordinary
differential equations; Eq. (2-1) [39]. Later on, this model has been extensively studied in the
ﬁeld of chaos theory and dynamical systems [40].
X '   (Y  X )
Y '  rX  Y  XZ

(2-1)

Z '  XY  bZ

where , r, b are positive real parameters. The stability of a solution X, Y, Z is investigated by
considering the behavior of small superposed perturbation governed by the linearized equation:
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the volumes occupied by a specified set of particles satisfy the relation as

given by Eq. (2-5) [39]
V0 ( 1 )  e

 (

1 0 )

V0 ( 0 )

(2-5)

Result from the exponent relationship Eq. (2-5) has shown that, the volumes in phase space
shrink exponentially fast; if we start with an enormous solid of initial conditions, it eventually
shrinks to a limiting set of zero volume. This behavior was quantified by a dimensional exponent
. It is considered as the quantitative dimension of the chaotic behavior that represents an average
rate of divergence or convergence of trajectories in the phase space.
Based on the set of parameters  = 10, b = 8/3, r = 28, Lorenz proved that the system above
is chaotic as depicted in Figure 2-2. He found that even a little difference in the initial value leads
ultimately to significantly different behavior later on; this diagram represents the sensitive
dependence on initial conditions of the system and came to be known as the ―butterfly‖ [41, 42].
Further information on the butterfly effect can be found within Edward Lorenz‘s work entitled
―does the flap of a butterfly‘s wings in Brazil set off a tornado in Texas?‖ The flapping wing
represents a small change in the initial condition of the system, which causes a chain of events
leading to large-scale phenomena might have been vastly different; this effect was explained as
sensitive dependence on initial conditions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2-2: Lorenz attractor generated from Eq. (2-1); (a) 2D animated, (b) 3D animated, (c)
evolution in the space time; (sourced from: http://www.mathworks.com)
Nowadays, chaos is considered as an aperiodic long-term behavior and exhibits sensitive
dependence on initial conditions in a deterministic system [1]. The sensitive dependence on the
initial condition has been widely quantiﬁed by the largest Lyapunov exponent, which is the
average rate of divergence or convergence of two neighboring trajectories in the phase space as
shown in Figure 2-3. The two orbits are considered as a function of time; they are generated
under small different initial conditions 𝑡 . The property of sensitivity to initial conditions of the
divergence 𝑡 can be quantiﬁed by the exponential rate of divergence of two initially close orbits
through the relation as given by Eq. (2-6) [43, 44].
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Figure 2-3: Two trajectories evolution in a phase space [44]

|  tk ||  t0 | ek

(2-6)

where λ is the Lyapunov exponent that means the rate of separation of trajectories in the system.
Function of the Lyapunov exponent can be expressed as in the case of an iterative one
dimensional discrete system of a logistical equation, (2-7) [43, 44]

tn 1  f (tn )

(2-7)

where the values 𝑡 belong to a finite interval. For n   we consider how the point sequence
t  ti  differ from the point sequence t '  t 'i  that evolves from a slightly modiﬁed initial

condition. Applying Eq. (2-6) to the case of the logistical model the Lyapunov exponent

is

defined based on the one dimensional discrete map, as given by Eq. (2-8).
k 1
1
 lim  ln f '(ti )

k

k 

(2-8)

i 0

For example, the Lyapunov exponent of Eq. (2-8) is calculated for the logistic map determined by
Eq. (2-9).

xn 1   xn (1  xn )
where

is a function of the control parameter . The long-term behavior of the

(2-9)
is generated

in accordance with a bifurcation diagram, Figure 2-4(a) while Figure 2-4(b) shows the
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corresponding evolution of the Lyapunov exponent

with the dependence . As seen here, the

Lyapunov exponent was found to be negative when      3.57 ; the evolution behavior of

is

then approached to zero at the period-doubling bifurcations,   3.57 see Figure 2-4(a). The
positive values of the

was found at   3.57 and mostly increases later on corresponding to

  3.57 . Therefore this system was chaotic and exhibited a sensitivity dependence on initial

conditions.

Figure 2-4: Bifurcation diagram and Lyapunov exponent [44]
Chaos theory is a field of study in mathematics. The application of chaos has primarily
found dealing with the behavior of a deterministic, nonlinear dynamical systems based on the
sensitive dependence on initial conditions [1]. Therefore it has been widely used to explain how
something changes over time and predicting the behavioral change in a system based on the
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initial conditions. The characteristics of chaos are increasingly attractive for a range of
applications in engineering [2, 45-47]. Since, chaos theory refers to the dynamical systems, hence
most researchers in the fields of machining [1, 46, 48] and mechanical friction [49, 50] have
investigated the chaotic behavior in dynamical or complex systems. For example, chaotic
dynamics of the cutting process [48, 51, 52], dynamics and chaos in manufacturing processes
[46], chaotic and fractal dynamics [53], chaotic and stochastic dynamics of orthogonal metal
cutting [54], controlling chaotic instability of cutting process [55] and chaotic vibrations in
machining [56-58].
In fact, the chaotic motion can be found in relatively simple systems [59]. Buff and Cheritat
[4] proved the existence of quadratic polynomials with a Julia set of positive area that can be used
to quantify a signal of chaos in a simple dynamical system and the chaos is the rule. This new
philosophy can dramatically change in machining theory research methods. In particular, the
application of chaos was proved efficient in explaining how something change over time and
predicting the behavioral change in a system [43]. The prediction based on the characteristics of
chaos was recently developed and applied not only to the short term but also the long-term
behavior of numerous technical systems [2], even to predict something deemed unpredictable [3].
Consequently, the sensitive dependence on the initial conditions of chaos appears as a potential
method to investigate the dependence of the tool life on the initial cutting conditions.
In general, Lyapunov exponent

measures the rate of exponential divergence between

neighboring trajectories in the phase space to quantify the chaotic motion in a system [60]. It can
be determined by ordinary differential equations [42]. Hence, the influence of initial conditions of
a deterministic system can be described by a fractional differential equation [61, 62].
Unfortunately, most mathematical model investigating chaotic behavior has been developed for a
non-linear or complicated system. Furthermore, solving these equations for the dynamical system
to calculate the Lyapunov characteristic exponents is not simple even though numerous classical
numerical methods including Runge–Kutta methods and the multistep methods have been
developed for solving the initial condition problems of the ordinary differential equations [63,
64]. Trigeassou et al. [65] developed the Lyapunov exponent to study the stability of fractional
differential equations that allows the definition of an elementary Lyapunov function. By utilizing
a least square approximation of spatial-dependent factors, Bajcinca et al. [66] solved numerically
various classes of differential equations with orthogonal polynomials. The algorithm for
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approximating solutions to differential equations has also been supported by Ahmed [67] and
Mittal et al. [68] when they studied the Bernstein polynomial. These B-spline methods are indeed
linear multistep methods based on non-uniform meshes [69]. Mittal et al. [70] applied cubic Bsplines for spatial variable and its derivatives which produce a system of first order ordinary
differential equations. They have reported that the approximation solution using B-spline to these
equations have a good agreement with the known solution. Accordingly, the B-spline functions
of rational interpolation can be used to characterize the wear curve trajectories during machining
process.

2.4

Fractal dimension
A fractal geometry is an object that displays self-similarity at various scales and it is

quantified by a non-integer dimension, the fractal dimension [71]. Therefore, it has been widely
used to characterize complex geometric forms or non-integer dimension object that could not be
analyzed by the classical Euclidian geometry. Particularly, the fractal dimension is closely related
to the Lyapunov exponent [72] in quantifying the chaotic motion in a system [1, 45]. The fractal
dimension (D), by definition, is a parameter used for representing accurately shapes by means of
a simple and compact set of equations as follows [44, 71]
D  lim
 0

ln N ( )
ln(1 /  )

(2-10)

where N() is the number of self-similar pieces (number of new facsimiles);  is a magnification
factor (scaling ratio).
To express the definition of fractal dimension, let us consider some Fractal dimensions of SelfSimilar; they are adapted from [71].
Cantor set
The Cantor set, proposed by a German mathematician Georg Cantor, in 1883, is a set of
points on a single line segment. The first line is divided by three pieces and delete the middle one
we get the first stage (n=1) as illustrated in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5: Cantor set fractal dimensions [71]
Continuing this construction repeatedly; one obtains the three equal sections of length 1  (1 / 3)1
and the number of pieces N1  2 . In the k-th step, the number of pieces is Nk  2k , the length
measurement in this step is  k  1/ 3 which are necessary to cover the set. Equation (2-10)
k

applied to the case, gives the fractal dimension as follows:
ln N k
ln 2k
 lim
 0.6309
k  ln(1 /  )
k  ln 3k
k

D  lim

(2-11)

Koch Curve and Koch snowflake
The Koch Curve is constructed as shown in Fig 3-6, we consider a straight line at the stage
0, the line is then divided into three equal segments, and then replaced the middle segment by the
two sides of an equilateral triangle which own the same length as the segment being removed
(stage 1). An identical principle can be continuously applied to the stage 2 and so on... By
considering the Eq. (2-10) we finally obtain the fractal dimension, Eq. (2-12):

Figure 2-6: Koch curve generation of fractal dimension, expressed from [71]
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ln 4k
 1.2619
k  ln 3k

D  lim

(2-12)

Sierpinski triangle
Let us start by a triangle in a plane (stage 0) as given in Figure 2-7. By shrinking the triangle to
0.5 of size and remove the middle one we obtain three copies of the first original triangle in haft
smaller (stage 1). 1  1/ 2, N1  3 . Repeat the construction with each of the smaller triangles (stage
2);  2  (1/ 2) 2 , N 2  32 and continue this construction at the k-th stages,  k  (1/ 2)k , N2  3k we obtained
the fractal dimension as given by Eq. (2-13)

Figure 2-7: Sierpinski triangle generation of fractal dimension, expressed from [71]
log3k
 1.585
k  log2k

D  lim

(2-13)

Box-Dimension
We now consider three different objects of a line section, a square and a cube in the
classical Euclidian geometry as shown in Figure 2-8. We divide the line, square and the cube by
four smaller objects and each of them is similar to the original one. The length and the volume
can be determined by Eq. (2-14)
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Figure 2-8: Fractal Box-dimensional [44]

L = N( )    a 
A  N( )   2  b 

(2-14)

V = N( )    c
3

If

is small enough, the Box-dimension of the set equals to the exponent D in the power law is

given by:

N ( ) 

1
D

(2-15)

where D is called the fractal capacity dimension or Box-dimension. In an n-dimensional space,
denotes the minimum n-dimensional of edge length

required to cover the set. By taking

the logarithm on both of sides of Eq. (2-15), we also obtain the fractal box-dimension as defined
above by Eq. (2-10). For example, the length of a coastline can be estimated in the map by using
a pair of compasses based on box-counting method as shown in Figure 2-9 [71]. The length of a
coastline was defined by Eq. (2-14) (a); where N is the number of sides needed for a round trip
along the coast and  is the compasses setting; the values was calculated as given in the Table
2-1 [73].
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Figure 2-9: Three different size grids for Great Britain [71]
Table 2-1: The length of a coastline [73]
(km)

L (km)

6

500.00

3000

12

258.82

3106

24

130.53

3133

48

65.40

3139

96

32.72

3141

192

16.36

3141

As a new geometry, the Fractal theory has been used to describe the structural irregularities
and complexities of the natural system [74], analysis and characterize of surface engineering [75,
76], tool wear and machined surface [77-80] and analyzed surface wear contact [76, 79, 81-83].
Fractal analysis of surface includes the calculus of fractal dimension profile or surface
characterization with the help of many assisted image analysis methods such as: microscopy,
optical profiling or SEM images... as shown in Figure 2-10 and Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-10: Fractal calculation of profiles [76]

Figure 2-11: Fractal calculation of surfaces [76]
In order to calculate numerically the fractal dimension a Power spectrum has been developed for
a scaling curve based on the function of Weierstrass–Mandelbort as given by Eq. (2-16) [84]

W ( x) 





n 

(1  ei x )ein
n

 (2 D ) n

  D   1;n  arbitraryphases ;

(2-16)
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where D is the fractal dimension of the graph
of the curve is visible for a given range of t,
obtained as the real part by setting


z ( x)  RW ( x) 



depends on , which determines how much
is a random phase. A fractal profile

can be

as follows

(1  cos  n x)

(2-17)

 (2 D ) n

n 

where the power spectrum

of

is proportional to the square of its Fourier transform,

given by Eq. (2-18) [84]

S( ) 

 (  n)
 (42 D) n
n  


(2-18)

This model has been developed to characterized elastic contact and heat transfer by
(Komvopoulos and his colleagues 1994), as given by Eq. (2-19) and then applied for a 3D
isotropic fractal surface [85] as Eq. (2-20)
G
z ( x)  L  
L

G
z ( x, y )  L  
L

where

D2

D 1 n
max



cos(2  n x / L)

n  n1

1/2 M n
max

 ln  


 M 

 
m 1 n 0

(2-19)
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is the measurement length,
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 2 n ( x 2  y 2 )

 y  m 
 cos 
cos  tan 1   

L
x M 



is the number of superimposed ridges,

m ,n

 

 

(2-20)

is a random

phase uniformly distributed in the range [86] by a random number generator to prevent the
coincidence of different frequencies at any point of the surface profile, q is a spatial frequency
index,

is cut-off length; it can be defined by nmax  int log( L / Ls ) / log   . Based on the wear

contact of elastic-plastic, Eq. (2-20) is generated for the different parameters as shown in Figure
2-12 [81, 85]
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Figure 2-12: 3-D Fractal surface generated from Eq.3.20 [81]
In this model a 2D profile of a fractal surface is truncated by a plane is shown in Figure 2-13 with
power-law relationship:

 aB 
N (a ')   L 
 a' 
where

( D 1)/2

(2-21)

can be determined from the total truncated area

of the equivalent rough surface using

a formula as given by Eq. (2-22) [83]
 a' 
D 1
S   a ' n(a ')da ' 
a 'L 1   S 
3 D
 a 'L 
a 'S
a 'L

(3 D )/ 2

Figure 2-13: 2D profile of a truncated rough (fractal) surface [82]

(2-22)
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Based on the total wear volume of surface contact elastic-plastic to characterize the abrasive wear
rate as given by Eq. (2-23)
V

S

where

a 'w



a 's

V (a ')
n(a ')da '
S

(2-23)

is the wear volume per unit sliding distance at the micro contact level; the model of

Eq. (2-23) was applied to analyze the adhesive wear at the contact between rough solids [87].
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CHAPTER 3

ARTICLE 1: INITIAL TOOL WEAR BEHAVIOUR

DURING MACHINING OF TITANIUM METAL MATRIX COMPOSITE
(TiMMCs) 1
This chapter is devoted, for the first time in the field of tool wear, to the study on initial tool wear
during machining of TiMMCs. Herein, the initial tool wears behavior and their evolutions over
time were investigated by specially taking in to consideration the wear mechanism at the first
moments of machining. The obtained results have shown that the initial wear mechanisms of
diffusion and adhesion are primarily found for all cutting conditions tested; even though all
previous research efforts have reported that abrasion is the most important mechanism when
machining metal matrix composites. In our special case, rapid initial wear occurs within a very
short period of cutting time, as soon as the cutting action begins and extends to only few seconds
at the most. The effect of chemical stresses at high cutting temperature during the course of
accelerated cutting force leads to the diffusion wear. The atmospheric oxygen reacts
spontaneously with the tool layer material and oxidizes titanium and aluminum of the workpieces
materials. These elements participate in the cutting process and form a very hard thin layer at the
first transition period. The latter, hereafter called ―wear shield‖, is considered as a protection
wear layer at the beginning of the steady wear period. The discovered the new wear shield allows
a better explanation of the wear rate and how the initial tool wear mechanism affect significantly
the tool wear evolution over time and the entire tool life.

3.1

Introduction
Titanium metal matrix composites (TiMMCs) have been known as a new generation

material which offers several advantages compared to titanium alloys and metal matrix
composites. They are generally distinguished by the characteristics of the reinforcement, such as
particles of titanium carbide (TiC) and titanium boride (TiB) [18-21]; whiskers, continuous or
discontinuous fibers of silicon carbide (SiC) [16, 22, 23]. Among them, reinforcing with the
hardest refractory metal carbides such the TiC particles providing superior properties at elevated

1

D. Xuan-Truong, M. Balazinski, R. Mayer, Initial Tool Wear Behaviour during Machining of
Titanium Metal Matrix Composite (TiMMCs), Machining science and technology (2015), REF:
LMST-2015-0083, under review.
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temperature and exceptional wear resistance [18, 21, 24]. Due to their high strength, stiffness, and
creep resistance at high temperatures; the TiMMCs are increasingly attractive for a range of
applications in aerospace and automotive industries [15, 16]. However, the combination of both
machining problems associated with metal matrix composites (MMCs) and titanium alloys into
the (TiMMCs) that all together leading to the machining of this material become a real challenge
in our field [15, 17].
The poor machining characteristics of titanium alloys are high reactivity, low thermal
conductivity, relatively low modulus, and maintains their high strength and hardness at elevated
temperatures [25, 26]. The low thermal conductivity of titanium leads to a significant increase in
cutting temperature at the tool-workpiece interface during machining; therein, the cutting tool
material tends to react chemically with titanium at high temperature and causes adhesion of the
workpiece material to the cutting edge [7]. Consequently, the adhesive wear through plastic
deformation and welding rapidly develops [27, 28]. In addition, the high tensile strength in
combination with the low Young's modulus of titanium alloys caused high temperature and high
mechanical stresses at the cutting edge which lead to a particularly fast tool wear [29].
Metal matrix composites are also considered as a difficult to cut material due to the
abrasive properties of hard particle reinforcement [21, 30, 31]. The MMCs reinforced with
ceramic particulates provide a number of advantages compared to their base metals such as
higher specific strengths and moduli, higher wear resistance at elevated temperature and lower
coefficients of thermal expansion [32]. As a result, machining of MMCs lead to poor tool life and
inconsistent machined surface quality [33]. Hence, the abrasion is found to be the dominant wear
mechanism in almost all investigated cutting conditions [17, 34, 35]. Moreover, the abrasive wear
is accelerated and depends on the percentage of reinforcement in the MMCs due to the
interference between the reinforcement particles [36].
In general, tool life is determined when its wear value exceeds a limit that can be observed
on a wear curve. This curve normally consists of three distinctive regions according to the
increase of tool wear versus cutting time: the initial wear or running-in period (I), steady wear
stage (II) and accelerated wear period (III) [5, 37] as illustrated in Figure 3-1. Among these wear
periods, the initial wear period, is not fully understood yet in spite of numerous investigations
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conducted over the past decades. In fact, most researchers in the field have referred to the steady
wear period [6, 63, 88] which intuitively seems to be the right method to handle tool life problem.

Figure 3-1: Tool wear curves evolution versus cutting time
The effect of the initial tool wear on the tool life could be compared to the influence of the
running-in or break-in period on the wear mechanism of cylinder-engine systems. They are all
closely related to progressive wear [9-11] and therefore control of the running-in process can thus
extend the working life of engineering tribosystems [11, 13, 14]. As in the case of a piston ring
and cylinder system the break-in is a most important period in the life of an engine because this
wear period determines performance capability of the system [12]. Running of the break-in
condition is therefore recommended for all new cars to extend the vehicle life. A Toyota (Series
2012) can be given here as a representative example: A new car is advised not to be stopped
suddenly during the course of the first 300 km and not to be driven at extremely high speeds or
constant speed for extended periods during the first 1600 km.
However, in the case of machining, the initial wear mechanism would be completely
different than in the case of surfaces being in continuous contact, as in the case of a car engine.
This is because, during the cutting process, the two surfaces of the tool, rake face and clearance
face, are constantly in contact with the newly generated surfaces, chip face and part face.
Furthermore, during a machining operation, the chip flows on the rake face and the machined
surface rubs the flank face, such that they never come back [38]. It essentially changes the
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running-in process. Therefore, the tool wear mechanism at the moment cutting probably plays an
important role in the tool wear evolution and tool life; studying the initial tool wear during
machining process is especially interested. The initial wear behavior when machining TiMMCs is
investigated for the first time in the study of tool wear and tool life.

3.2

Experimental procedure
The machining tests were performed on a CNC turning center Mazak QT-Nexus-200 as

shown in Figure 3-2(a). The workpiece material was TiMMCs reinforced with TiC particles
distributed in a matrix of titanium alloys Ti-6Al-4V. The mean Rockwell hardness of the
TiMMCs was 40 HRC with an approximate tensile strength of 182 000 psi. The tool wear
progression is observed on the wear curves where the flank wear values are measured after
certain cutting time using an optical microscope and a high resolution digital camera connected.
The tool wear is characterized by its formulation that takes into account the IS0 standard of
on the flank face and KT on the race face as shown in Figure 3-2(b) [89, 90]. The initial wear
mechanism is analyzed using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and an Energy Dispersive
X-ray (EDX).

(a) CNC turning center QT-Nexus-200

(b) Tool wear parameters definition [90]

Figure 3-2: Experimental set-up
As clearly started in the introduction, TiMMCs is a difficult to cut material and its
machinability information is still limited in the open literature. The cutting tool material and
cutting conditions in this work are considered using several factors. Cutting tools made of
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polycrystalline diamond (PCD), cubic boron nitride (CBN) and PVD coated carbide inserts are
widely recommended for machining titanium alloys Ti-6Al-4V. PCD and CBN have lower wear
rate while the coated carbide one is cheaper [91]. With the aim of analyzing the tool wear in the
initial wear region, the wear rate should not be too fast to achieve sufficiently accurate
measurement. However, it should not be too slow to avoid the use of massif expensive material
like TiMMCs. Furthermore, in our previous works [15, 17, 92, 93], the PVD coated inserts have
already used for machining of the TiMMCs. Considering all those facts, the PVD coated inserts
of (Ti,Al)N+TiN manufactured by SECO were used in all experiments with the following
specifications: rake angle 
included angle

, back rake angle 

, tool cutting angle

, nose radius

in, tool

and insert thickness

in. The

cutting conditions are chosen by taking into account not only the recommendation of cutting tool
manufacturers or the mentioned papers above but also by our preliminary machining tests for the
special case of the first wear zone.
In order to determine exactly what is the initial wear, as well as when it occurs; the
experiments were performed under different cutting speeds of 20, 40, 50 and 60 m/min whereas
feed rate and depth of cut were kept constant at 0.15 mm/rev and 1.5 mm respectively. The
progressive wear is observed on the flank wear curves measured using an optical microscope and
a high resolution digital camera. The initial wear period was analyzed not only by taking into
account the wear rate and the wear values but also with a focus on the wear mechanisms. The
initial wear mechanism at the first moment and transition period is specially considered.

3.3

Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Initial wear determination
It is well-known that tool life is affected by a number of cutting parameters including
machine tool, workpiece material, cutting tool and cutting parameters. In the cutting process, the
tool life is also influenced significantly by the machining characteristics such as cutting force,
vibration, cutting temperature, chip formation and tool wear behavior. Therefore, the definition of
a universal tool life criterion for all these quantitative variables is far from simple. In fact, the
cutting speed has considered as the most important factor influence the tool life. Hence our
experiments performed with different cutting speeds to determine the wear periods and tool life.
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As a result, the tool wear evolutions depending on the cutting speed are characterized by
each wear curve as shown Figure 3-3; they are recognized in four groups in accordance with the
cutting speed; each curve group is observed three differential wear periods, for example, three
wear periods under cutting speed V4 = 60 m/min are indicated: initial wear period (I), steady (II)
and rapid wear (III).

Figure 3-3: Tool wears during machining TiMMCs under different cutting speeds
As seen here, tool wear rate increases rapidly in the first and third wear period while the
steady wear zones are kept constant. More importantly, we can find here the initial wear period
even happens within a very short of cutting time but their wear values are taken much more than
the second wear period. The percentage of tool wear values in comparison between the two
periods is different depending on the cutting speeds; for example, under cutting speed V4 = 60
m/min, the average initial wear value was 0.095 mm equal 90.5% compares to the steady wear
period was 0.01 mm equal 9.5%, see Figure 3-3 while under speed of V3=50 m/min, their
percentage of initial and steady wear period were taken 66.4% and 33.6% respectively. It is
therefore believed that the initial wear period plays a critical role the tool life during machining
TiMMCs.
Figure 3-4(a) shows the average wear curves while the initial wear period is magnified in
Figure 3-4(b). We have considered the variation of the initial wear curve based on the critical
wear rate; the initial values (Vbi) do indeed increase rapidly with the cutting speed and approach
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a limit at the transition between regions (I) and (II). They all occur as soon as the cutting action
begins and extend to only two seconds at low speed of 20 m/min and ten seconds at the highest
speed. If we considered that the cutting time corresponding to the initial wear at Vbi max is the
tool life of the first wear period, we can observe both the initial wear and initial life increased
with the cutting speed. This increment does not mean the tool life has improved at higher cutting
speed but the initial life depends significantly on the cutting speed and also on the wear rate.
Therefore, definitions of the critical value for the initial tool wear required further analyzing the
wear mechanism at the initial wear period.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3-4: The initial wear period during machining of TiMMCs

3.3.2 Initial wear mechanism
As discussed in the introduction, the main wear mechanism during machining of TiMMCs
has been found to be abrasion under almost all experimental cutting conditions [17, 34]. This
mechanism depends on the nature and percentage of the hard particles reinforcement inside the
composite [36]. However, the mentioned works have indeed investigated the tool wear in the
steady region. So in order to elucidate the effect of the hard particles of TiC on the tool wear
mechanism at the first wear zone, the initial wear mechanism when turning TiMMCs is
investigated at various scales based on the SEM micrograph and EDX analysis.
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First of all, the chemical analysis of the TiMMCs is given in Table 3-1. Therein, the
percentage of carbon is 1.91 % that is mainly linked to the non-metallic phase titanium carbide,
about 10% in weight according to the manufacturer) distributed in a matrix of Ti-6Al-4V, see
Figure 3-5(a). In line with the chemical analysis, EDX analysis, Figure 3-5(b) shows the presence
of hard TiC particles on the substrate where the amounts of Ti and C elements are, as expected,
found to be rich. Besides, it is observed that the hard particles of TiC are non-uniform and their
dimensions are less than 25 µm. These physical and chemical properties are then used to analyze
the effect of the hard particles on the initial wear in this work.
Table 3-1: Chemical composition of the TiMMCs
Elements

Mo

Cr

Co

Mn

Ni

wt. %

< 0.005

0.007

0.011

0.010

0.020

Elements

Sn

Cu

Fe

Si

C

wt. %

< 0.03

0.029

0.062

0.065

1.910

Elements

V

Al

Ti

Others

wt. %

3.955

5.560

85.050

Balance

Figure 3-5: TiC particles in the machined surface of TiMMC and EDX analysis
In the first moment of machining, the cutting forces influence mainly through a small area
between tool-workpiece interfaces. The tool wear is thus mostly found in the flank face and close
to the cutting edge with different wear mechanisms as shown in Figure 3-6. We can see here the
cutting edge deformed even at low cutting speed of 20 m/min after only 0.05 sec Figure 3-6(a)
and tends to increase with the increase in cutting forces and temperature. The increase in cutting
forces in general and thrust force in particular lead to high contact stress and high friction
between poorly conforming surfaces at the tool–workpiece interface. Accordingly, several hard
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particles in the damage zones are taken out (chipping) with high wear rate due to overload of
mechanical tensile stresses, as illustrated in Figure 3-6(b). However, at higher cutting speed of 60
m/min we observed mostly adhesive wear in the location of clearance face damage and adhering
to the cutting edge, Figure 3-6(c).

Figure 3-6: Initial tool wear mechanism at the first moment cutting (0.05 sec); (a) V=20 m/min;
(b) V=40 m/min; (c) V=60 m/min, (d & e) EDX analysis
The rare appearance of the abrasion during the first wear period is attributed to accelerated
wear caused by the increase of cutting force resulting in high residual stress and friction between
un-conforming surfaces at the tool–workpiece interface under dry cutting condition. Indeed, this
initial tool wear mechanism does not agree well with the abrasion in the second wear zone as
reported when machining metal matrix composites [15, 33]. When machining the Ti-6Al-4V,
M.J. Bermingham et al. [94] have shown that the cutting temperature gradient increase very fast,
from

to

within the first seconds of cutting and resulted in the adhesion at the cutting

edge. Figure 3-6(d) and (e) present the EDX analysis of wear mechanism at the location of EDX1
and EDX 2. As seen here, the coating layers of the inserts are primarily found on the cutting edge
where the presence of Ti, Al and N elements were found to be plentiful in the wear surface under
all cutting speeds. They are spread from the coating layer with aluminum and titanium in the
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workpiece material. The tool layer elements then react spontaneously with atmospheric oxygen
and oxidize the titanium and aluminum especially at high pressure and elevated temperature
under all working conditions. On the other hand, the effect of the hard particle of titanium carbide
reinforcement lead to the cutting edge being directly weakened by oxidation of the workpiece
material and being easily taken away by the chip with high wear rate. It is thus believed that, the
initial wear mechanism at this instant is a result of the combined effect of layers damage, friction
- tribological wear and adhesion as well.

Figure 3-7: The BUE occurs within initial wear period when machining TiMMCs; (a) V=20
m/min-1.0sec; (b) V=40 m/min-1.5sec; (c) V=50 m/min-2.0sec; (d) V=60m/min-5.0sec
The progression of wear mechanism is investigated until the wear values reach the steady
wear region. The initial wear increases very fast while the initial life and their wear values
depend sensitively on the cutting speed; the low thermal conductivity of titanium alloys is the
main reason leading to an increase in cutting temperature at the tool-workpiece-chip interfaces.
Hence the poor surface of workpiece material and coating tool layer get into contact and resulting
in micro welding between them. As a result, a micro-welding and built-up-edge (BUE) are
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formed under sufficient pressure at the cutting edge under all experimental cutting conditions as
shown in Figure 3-7. The initial wear behaviors has taken place over very short periods of time so
the friction and tribological wear can be considered at the contact of two new surfaces where the
sliding velocities between the two fresh surfaces at a small cutting edge are close to zero [95, 96].
Hence the contact surface appears smooth and clean thus inducing quasi-static friction [97]. In
the case study, the smooth layers are observed in the middle of the wear area at certain cutting
time as illustrated in Figure 3-7(b) and (c); they are discussed in the next section.
Paying more attention on the chemical composition the elements of titanium, aluminum,
vanadium and carbide are primary found in the adherent material. Even the presence of the
reinforcement of hard particles (TiC) is found to be rich on the wear surface; the BUE has still
generated by plastic deformation under high pressure and thermal softening at elevated
temperature that can be cause stress inside the adhesion wear. This is a chemical wear mechanism
that is affected by the cutting tool material reacting chemically with titanium [7]. On the contrary,
the hard particles have been reported as a main reason that leads to abrasive wear under all
cutting condition [17]. Unfortunately, the abrasion was not clearly observed in our special case of
the initial wear period. Zhu et al. [98] confirmed that the relative motion of adhesion points on
these two friction surfaces leads to adhesive wear when the grain or grain group is taken away by
shear or tension. Hence, the forming of BUE is also affected by the adhesive force between atoms
by the plastic deformation which occurred in the actual contact area of friction surfaces.
Considering all the evidence results when machining TiMMC, we confirm that the adhesive wear
is the most important mechanism of the initial wear period under all experimental cutting
conditions tested.

3.3.3 Initial tool wear at the transition period
For the wear mechanism discussed above, a smooth diffused layer appears around the
transition period; see Figure 3-7(b) and (c). The adhesion layer on the cutting tool and the BUE
are soluble mutually at elevated temperature. This layer exists within the cutting tool as a whole
where it is involved in the machining process. Hence, the physical properties of the tool material
are changed. On the other hand, several wear patterns such as tool layer damage, friction and
adhesive wear occur simultaneously at the tool-chip interface; they react chemically with each
other at elevated temperature. The diffusion wear is then generated due to the movement of a
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substance from the chip formation with high concentration to the cutting edge as shown in Figure
3-8.

Figure 3-8: Tool wear mechanism close to the location of the transition point; (a) V=20m/min;
(b) V=60m/min; (c and d) EDX analysis
The EDX analysis of the chemicals at the tool wears in the diffusion zone, Figure 3-8 (c)
and (d), reveal a number of adhesions on the cutting edge including carbon elements that still
exist under the form of titanium carbide and then dissolved within the tool layer. In particular, the
hard TiC particles in the TiMMCs have not affected strongly enough to disable the adhesive
wear. Hence we did not observe the abrasive wear any more until the flank wear land reaches the
second wear region. In addition, the presence of nitrogen is evidence of the chemical wears,
which the titanium and aluminum diffuses in the mass of the coating tool material of (Ti, Al)N
and TiN. These adhesion materials tend to decrease at the transition period which the effect of
chemical stresses at high cutting temperature has thus let to a hard thin layer. This layer is called
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―brace wear‖ which the adhesive layer is formed as a whole at nanometer-scale as shown in
Figure 3-9. This new wear form is a result of the combination of both wear mechanisms, the
adhesive of titanium alloys and hard particles slide against machined surface of MMCs have also
associated with the coating layer of (Ti, Al)N.

Figure 3-9: Brace wear at the location of transition wear period; (a) V=20m/min; (b) V=40m/min;
(c) V=50m/min; (d) EDX analysis
The experiments were conducted repeatedly several times for each cutting condition. The
brace wear was mostly found only from the end of the initial period, where the wear rate tends to
decrease during machining process. The thicknesses of the brace wear are estimated to be in the
range of 0.5 to 3 µm which is equal to the coating layer thickness of the inserts. By friction test
and spectrograms, Calatoru et al. [89] also reported that the disappearance of the built up layer
material on the cutting tool resulted in a polished surface as the surface was polished by the
aluminum oxide particles formed by the oxidation of aluminum at high temperature. In the
special case of initial tool wear when machining TiMMC, the transfer of atoms between the
carbide tool and workpiece material depends on the level of chemical reactivity between the
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elements [27]. These hard thin layers participate in the cutting on the workpiece material; they
tend to decrease with the increase of flank wear land in the steady region. The formations of the
brace wear at the first transition period could be considered as a‘ wear shield‘ or protection layer
since it lets us have a good explanation of the key question, why the wear rate suddenly decrease
at the first point of the steady wear period and seem to maintain constant for a relatively long
term as we have discussed in the previous section.

3.4

Conclusions
The initial wear behavior during machining of TiMMCs has been now investigated for the

first time in the study of tool wear with the following original results:
The initial wear occurred from the first moment of cutting with extremely high wear rate. It
was found to be less than only two seconds under cutting speed of 20 m/min and tends to increase
to ten seconds maximum at higher cutting speed. The initial wear behavior during machining
TiMMCs is the result of several wear mechanisms. At the first moment of machining, the effect
of accelerated cutting force and temperature gradient lead to high stress and friction between the
poorly conforming cutting tool and workpiece surfaces resulting in tool layer damage associated
friction and tribological wear. The damage layer occurred during the first moment of machining
with very high wear rate. On the other hand, the increasing of cutting force and temperature lead
to micro welding and built-up-edges (BUE) form at the cutting edge. The effect of chemical
stresses at high temperature was the main reason leading to the diffusion wear because the tool
layer material reacts spontaneously with atmospheric oxygen and oxidizes the titanium and
aluminum. Therefore, the adhesive wear is the most important mechanism during the initial wear
period under all experimental conditions tested.
The adhesion layer damage of the cutting tool and BUE are soluble mutually at elevated
temperatures. They still include the hard particles of TiC reinforcement in the workpiece material
but these particles were not affected strongly enough to disable the adhesive wear within the first
wear zone. Actually, the combination of these mechanisms, associated with the coating layer of
(Ti,Al)N generated a new wear form as a whole involving in the machining process. The effect of
TiC in the chemical wear that exists in the form of diffusion is then formed a new hard thin layer
at the end of the initial wear period which is here called ―brace wear‖ or ―wear shield‖. By
considering the experimental results, we believe that the wear shield is a protection wear layer for
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the steady period. The appearance of the wear shield leads to the tool wear rate decreasing
abruptly at the transition point between the first and second wear regions.
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CHAPTER 4

ARTICLE 2: CHAOTIC TOOL WEAR DURING

MACHINING OF TITANIUM METAL MATRIX COMPOSITE (TiMMCs) 2
The purpose of this chapter is to describe as clearly as possible the effect of initial cutting
conditions on the tool life during machining TiMMCs based on the Chaos theory through our
experimental results. The initial tool wear during machining of titanium metal matrix composite
(TiMMCs) is the result of several wear mechanisms: tool layer damage, friction - tribological
wear, adhesion, diffusion and wear shield. This phenomenon occurs at the first instant and
extends to only ten seconds at most. In this case the adhesive wear is the most important
mechanism while the brace wear is considered as a resistance wear layer at the beginning of the
steady wear period. The effect of the initial tool wear and initial cutting conditions on tool wear
progression and tool life is discussed. We proposed herein a new mathematical model based on
the scatter wear and Lyapunov exponent to study quantitatively the ―chaotic tool wear‖. The
Chaos theory, which has been proved efficient in explaining how something changes in time, was
used to demonstrate empirically the dependence of the tool life on the initial cutting conditions
and thus contribute to a better understanding of the influence of the initial cutting condition on
the tool life. On the basis of our chaotic model, the scatter wear dimension and Lyapunov
exponents were found to be positive in all case of the initial favorable cutting conditions
including initial speed, feed rate and depth of cut. The initial cutting speed appears however as
the most significant impact on tool life. In particular, the mathematical model was successfully
applied to the case of machining TiMMCs. It was clearly shown that changing the initial cutting
speed by 20 m/min for the first two seconds of machining instead of keeping it constant at 60
m/min during the whole cutting process leads to an increase in the tool life (up to 24%).

4.1

Introduction
Tool wear during machining is the result of complicated physical, chemical and thermo-

mechanical phenomena. It has been widely evaluated through the wear curve which is commonly
divided into three regions according to the increase of tool wear versus cutting time: initial wear,

2

D. Xuan-Truong, M. Balazinski, R. Mayer, Chaotic Tool Wear during Machining of Titanium Metal Matrix
Composite (TiMMCs); ASME 2014 International Mechanical Engineering Congress and Exposition, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, 2014, pp. V02BT02A018-V002BT002A018.
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steady and accelerated wear period [5, 37]. Among these wear regions, the first one was recently
investigated by the author that initial wear occurs at the first instant and extends to only ten
seconds when machining of TiMMCs. The wear mechanism at the first transition period is
affected sensitively by the cutting conditions. Furthermore, the initial tool wear behavior and
initial cutting conditions affect significantly the tool wear evolution and the entire tool life.
As a result, the effect of the initial wear and initial cutting conditions on the tool life is now
of potential interest such the behavior is a good candidate. This is the most important for study
the tool wear using chaos theory. Chaos is considered as an aperiodic long-term behavior that
exhibits sensitive dependence on initial conditions [1]. It has been proved efficient in explaining
how something changes in time [43]. A meteorologist, Edward Lorenz, first reported chaos
theory in 1963 [39] when he was trying to predict the weather by computing equations. He found
that even very little difference in the initial value leads ultimately to very different evolutionary
paths after a certain period. This phenomenon was explained as sensitive dependence on initial
conditions of a system, and has been known as the butterfly effect.
Chaotic phenomena have been found in many fields of engineering systems [47] and a
number of models have been developed to discuss the chaotic behavior on the machining process.
For example: chaotic dynamics of the cutting process [48, 51, 52], dynamics and chaos in
manufacturing processes [46], chaotic and fractal dynamics [53], chaotic and stochastic dynamics
of orthogonal metal cutting [54], controlling chaotic instability of cutting process [55] and
chaotic vibrations in machining [56-58].
The application of chaos to analyze the tool wear during machining process has not been
investigated yet. The effect of the initial tool wear on the tool life is similar to the influence of
running-in or break-in period on the wear mechanism of engine-cylinder systems. They are all
closely related to progressive wear [9-11]; hence control of the running-in process can thus
extend the working life of engineering tribosystems as well as ensure stable operation [11]. By
changing initial conditions, ―good running-in‖ and ―poor running-in‖ were investigated in the
running-in behavior of tribological system; Freser et al. [13] reported that small different initial
condition led to a significantly different in term of ultimate results for the wear track and wear
area. Mezghania et al. [14] also confirmed that the texture change during running-in alters the
performance and efficiency of a tribo-mechanical system.
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Accordingly, the purpose of this research is to apply characteristics of chaos theory in
investigating the effect of the initial condition, as well as initial wear behavior, on the tool life.
We propose a mathematical model to quantitatively measure chaotic wear based on Lyapunov
exponent and the scatter during machining. First, Lyapunov exponent and Fractal dimension will
be described in order to identify the chaotic behavior in a system. Part of the work is then
applying them to characterize how initial wear affect the tool life through scatter wears when
cutting TiMMCs.

4.2

Modelling of Chaotic tool wear

4.2.1 Quantitative measures of Chaotic tool wear
There are several dimensions that can be used to describe a chaotic system and its
attractors. The first mathematical model was discovered by Edward Lorenz when he studied the
3D-equation as given by Eq. (4-1) [39]; which has been extensively studied in the ﬁeld of chaos
theory and dynamical systems [40].
X '   (Y  X )
Y '  rX  Y  XZ

(4-1)

Z '  XY  bZ

where , r, b are positive real parameters. Based on the set of parameters  = 10, b = 8/3, r = 28,
Lorenz proved the system above is chaotic; this behavior was quantitative measure by a
dimensional equation as given by Eq. (4-2). This chaotic attractor is depicted in Figure 4-1.
V0 ( 1 )  e

where

 (

1 0 )

V0 ( 0 )

(4-2)

is considered as the quantitative dimension of the chaotic behavior. It is determined by

Eq. (4-3) that represents an average rate of divergence or convergence of trajectories in the phase
space.
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Figure 4-1: Dimensional projections of Lorenz attractor [42]
This so-called ―butterfly effect‖ represents the sensitive dependence on initial conditions of
the system. In other words, a small change of initial condition can result in a large effect later on.
The function of logistical, Eq. (4-4) can be given here as a representative example for the orbits
measurement of the average rate of divergence or convergence of a typical trajectory; this is
adapted from [1, 43, 44, 99].

xn 1  f ( xn )
where the values

(4-4)
belongs to a finite interval, for n   we consider how the point sequence

x0 , x1 , x2, xk ,  differ from the point sequence

 x   x , x , x ..., x ...
n

0

1

2

k

that evolves from a

slightly modiﬁed initial condition x0  x0   x0 .
We have, in general,
xk  xk   xk
 f ( xk 1 )   xk

(4-5)

 f ( xk 1 )  f '( xk 1 ) xk 1  ...

After k iterations, by linearization of Eq. (4-5), we obtained the dimension as follows:

 xk  f '( xk 1 ) xk 1
If we repeatedly apply the recursion rule, the Eq. (4-6) can be rewritten as:

(4-6)
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 xk  f '( xk 1 ) f '( xk 2 )... f '( x0 ) x0
k 1

  f '( xk ) x0 .

(4-7)

k 0

The distances of  xk and  x0 that calculate from Eq. (4-7) can be positive or negative depending
on which value to be subtracted. In the case study, these distances are determined through scatter
wear dimension. Therefore, we are interested their absolute values as the mean exponential
divergence of neighbouring sequences of points. When k  the Lyapunov exponent is defined
as follows:



1
k

k 1

lim  ln f '( xi )
k 

(4-8)

i 0

In addition, the Lyapunov exponent is closely related to the fractal dimension by Eq. (4-9) [72].
j

D j



i

i 1

(4-9)

j 1

Fractal geometry has been known as an object that displays self-similarity at various scales. The
fractal dimension (D) is defined as a parameter used for representing accurately shapes by means
of a simple equations as given by Eq. (4-10) [71].
D  lim
 0

ln N ( )
ln(1 /  )

(4-10)

where N() is the number of self-similar pieces (number of new facsimiles);  is the
magnification factor or scaling ratio.
More importantly, the relationship between fractal dimension and tool wear during
machining process has been reported. Kang et. al. [79] used the fractal dimention to characterize
tool wear volume by Eq. (4-11)
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log[
D  lim
 0



x

1

g ( x)d  ( x)] v

(4-11)

log 

where V is the tool wear volume loss during machining, it is calculated by Eq. (4-12), ε is scaling
ratio of the total measuring length. Further information of the fractal dimension dealing with tool
wear can be found within: analyzed wear area contact [100, 101] and adhesive wear in normal
contact [81, 85, 87, 102].
V



g ( x)d  ( x)

(4-12)

x

4.2.2 Chaotic tool wear modeling
In order to characterize the sensitivity to the initial cutting condition of the tool wear during
machining, this section aims to develop a new model based on the Lyapunov exponent to
quantitative measure a chaotic signal of tool wear. First of all, the divergence or convergence of
the wear curves is defined by a scatter wear dimension of VB i . This dimension determines how
differences in the tool wear evolution over time and tool life between a reference of wear curve
and others. Part of the work then to calculate the Lyapunov exponent ( ) based on this scatter
wear dimension during machining.
The

has been widely determined through the average rate of divergence or convergence

of two neighboring trajectories in the phase space. We therefore consider herein two trajectories
of two wear curves progression over time during a machining process; (a reference and a
neighbor) as shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4-2: Two trajectories evolution in a phase space
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Assume that both two trajectories start at very small different initial condition of  VB 0 . If t0 is
considered as the initial cutting time of the reference wear curve, a nearby point of  VB 0 is the
initial condition for the neighbor curve. It is noted that the initial separation of VB 0 is extremely
small and can be described by a function of cutting time and flank wear land; VB k is variation of
scatter wear at tk cutting time.
The property of sensitivity to initial conditions of the tool life can be quantiﬁed by the
divergent exponential rate of the initially close trajectories. According to the rule of Eq. (4-2) and
Eq. (4-8) the scatters wear dimension and Lyaponov exponent are defined by Eq. (4-13) and Eq.
(4-14) respectively.

VB || VB | ek
k

(4-13)

0


1 VB k
 lim  lim ln
k   VB 0  0 k
VB 0







(4-14)

where the initial condition  VB 0 depends on the cutting parameters including the cutting speed,
feed rate and depth of cut;

is the Lyapunov exponent. As a result, a model of the chaotic tool

wear is proposed to investigate how significant dependence on initial cutting conditions of the
tool life as shown in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3: Chaotic tool wear modeling
The Lyapunov exponent in this case represents rate of the wear curve separation during
cutting process; it depends on the initial cutting condition of  VB 0 . On the other hand, the
progression of

provides a quantitative diagram of the chaotic system. Therefore, results of the

Eq. (4-14) can be separated into three temporal patterns:
When

and

.

the system is unstable and the tool wear during machining is chaotic. The

trajectories of such tool wear evolution in time and tool life are highly sensitive to changes of the
initial conditions. On the contrary,

belong to a periodic orbit of steady wear stage; while

in accordance with neutral of fixed point when nothing change of two experimental wear
curves.

4.3

Experimentation
The machining tests were performed on a CNC turning center Mazak QT-Nexus-200. The

workpiece material was TiMMCs which has been reported as an extremely difficult-to-machine
material [15, 17]. The mean Rockwell hardness of the TiMMCs was 40 HRC with the physical
properties as given by Table 4-1. The cutting tools used in all experiments were PVD coated
(Ti,Al)N+TiN manufactured by SECO with the following specifications: rake angle 
back rake angle 
angle

, nose radius 𝑟

and the insert thickness 𝑠

in, tool included angle
𝑖𝑛.

,

, tool cutting
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Table 4-1: Physical properties of TiMMCs [15]
Density

4500 kg/

Yield strength

1014 MPa

Tensile strength

1082 MPa

Elastic modulus

135 GPa

Shear modulus

51.7 MPa

Thermal conductivity

5.8 W/mK

Specific heat

610 J/kgK

The experiments were devised in two stages. The first one is to determine the tool life
during machining of TiMMCs in general. The cutting conditions in this case are performed under
different speeds in the range of 20 to 60 m/min whereas feed rate and depth of cut were kept
constant at 0.15 mm/rev and 1.5 mm respectively. The tool wear progression is observed on the
wear curves where the flank wear values are measured after certain cutting time by using an
optical microscope and a high resolution digital camera connected. The tool wear mechanism is
analysed by using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and an Energy Dispersive X-ray
(EDX).
The initial wear mechanism during machining of TiMMCs has been investigated in our
previous study; it is further investigated in the current work. In order to study the effect of the
initial cutting condition, as well the initial wear mechanism on the wear evolution over time and
tool life several strategies for the initial condition of machining TiMMC were applied. Therein,
the initial cutting speed strategy is specially taken into consideration.

4.4

Results and discussion

4.4.1 Initial tool wear during machining process
Titanium metal matrix composites (TiMMCs) have been extensively used in various
manufacturing in aerospace and automotive industries; due to their high strength, stiffness, and
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creep resistance at elevated temperature. However, TiMMCs have been classified as one of the
most difficult to machine materials.
When machining TiMMCs, abrasive wear has mostly been reported [17, 34], because tool
wear depends on the nature and percentage of the hard particles reinforcement inside the
composite [36]. However, within our special case of the initial wear period, the adhesive wear
plays an important role under all experimental condition. At the instant cutting of 0.05 sec, the
initial wear behavior is a result of the complicated mechanism between layer damage, friction and
tribological wear as shown in Figure 4-4(a).
The rare appearance of the abrasive wear was explained by the increase of cutting force
resulting in high contact stress and high friction between poorly conforming surfaces at the tool–
workpiece interface under dry cutting condition.
In addition, the low thermal conductivity and high reactivity of titanium alloys is the main
reason that leads to increased cutting temperature at the tool-workpiece-chip interface [7, 25].
Based on the EDX analyse, we observe a number of adhesion materials on the cutting edge. They
included the coating layer of the insert where the presence of the Ti, Al and N elements is rich.
These elements then react spontaneously with atmospheric oxygen and oxidized of the titanium
and aluminum; they diffuse from the coating layer and the TiMMCs at high pressure and elevated
temperature. As a result, the plastic deformation leads to a micro welding and built-up-edge
(BUE) formed at the cutting edge under all cutting condition, Figure 4-4(b).
Figure 4-4(c) shows the wear mechanism close to the location points of the transition
period. We found that a thin layer is formed at the middle of the adhesion area along the cutting
edge whereas diffusion still remained at low speed.
Our previous studies have shown that this layer exists where the cutting tool is involved in
the machining process which is the result of the diffusion between the adhesive of the titanium
alloys and hard particles sliding against the machined surface of MMCs combining with the
coating layer of (Ti,Al)N at high pressure and elevated temperature. The so-called ―brace wear‖
of this thin layer is then formed as a new wear form at the transition wear period. The brace wear
has been shown by the authors to be a resistance wear layer for the steady wear period. The
formation such a new protective layer at the beginning of the steady wear region has contributed
to a better understanding of the tool wear progression over time when machining TiMMCs. This
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interesting result will thus serve in the next section to study the influences of the initial wear and
its condition on the tool life.
(a)

(b)

(c)

V=20
(m/min)

V=40
(m/min)

V=60
(m/min)

Figure 4-4: Initial tool wear mechanism on the clearance face during machining of TiMMCs
Figure 4-4(c) shows the wear mechanism close to the location points of the transition
period. We found that a thin layer is formed at the middle of the adhesion area along the cutting
edge whereas diffusion still remained at low speed. This layer exists where the cutting tool is
involved in the machining process which is the result of the diffusion between the adhesive of the
titanium alloys and hard particles sliding against the machined surface of MMCs combining with
the coating layer of (Ti,Al)N at high pressure and elevated temperature. The so-called ―brace
wear‖ of this thin layer was formed as a new wear form at the transition wear period. The brace
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wear has been shown by the authors to be a resistance wear layer for the steady wear period. The
formation such a new protective layer at the beginning of the steady wear region has contributed
to a better understanding of the tool wear progression over time when machining TiMMCs.
These interesting results will thus be served in the next section to study the influences of the
initial wear and its condition on the tool life.

4.4.2 Chaotic tool wear during machining of TiMMCs
As discussed above, the initial wear behavior and initial cutting condition have affected
significantly the tool wear progression. There are a number of initial cutting parameters that can
contribute to the chaotic model. Therefore, they are all can be used to quantify any sensitivity of
the tool life to the initial conditions. Based on the chaotic modeling developed above, the
experiments are carried out with three variables for the different initial cutting condition. The
dimension that describes the average rate of divergence or convergence of the scatter wear curve
is defined to calculate the Lyapunov exponent.
According to the initial wear behavior and specially its wear mechanism at the transition
period previously discussed, the initial condition strategies would be applied for less than two
seconds of machining. It is believed that this initial period is enough to obtain the positive value
of a scatter wear exponent. In addition, the wear rate at low speed is better maintained constant
during the steady wear period after only two seconds of the cutting time. Specially, when the
brace wear had occurred as protection layer.
As a result, we apply here three strategies of initial condition during the first two seconds of
machining, as given in Table 4-2. Among the three strategies, the first one is to change the initial
cutting speed. During the first two second machining, the speed of V0=20 m/min was used; then
increase and kept constant at Vc=60 m/min while the feed rate and depth of cut are constant at
0.15 mm/rev and 1.5 mm respectively. Similar to the first one, the second and third strategies
concern the changing of the initial feed rate and depth of cut. Each machining test is designed
equal volume of metal removed.
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Table 4-2: Experiment for the different initial condition strategies

No.

Vc
(m/min)

f
(mm/rev)

ap
(mm)

Time (sec)

20

1.5

1.5

(0 - 2)s

60

1.5

1.5

after 2s

60

0.05

1.5

(0 - 2)s

60

0.15

1.5

after 2s

60

0.15

0 - 1.5

(0 - 2)s

60

0.15

1.5

after 2s

1

2

3
The machining tests were conducted several times for each different initial cutting
condition and the final results averaged. Accordingly, the tool life of

are generated

corresponding with the regular machining, the first, second and third among experiment
strategies as shown in Figure 4-5 As seen here, the tool life increased by 12.5%, 17.2% and
24.2% for condition strategy of No. 3, 2 and 1 respectively.

Figure 4-5: Cutting tool life for different initial conditions
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As a result, for the strategy No.1 of the initial cutting speed we obtained the best of tool
life, 24.2% improved. The initial cutting speed is one of the most important factors affect the
wear evolution over time. Hence, the effect of the initial cutting speed on the tool life is paid
much attention in our chaotic wear model.
Applying the scatter wear and Lyapunov exponent to the chaotic modeling, we have
achieved the maximum of the scatter wear dimension as given in Table 4-3. In addition, the
initial dimensions that belong to the different cutting conditions between the reference and
neighbor are determined by  VB 0 . The scatter wear dimensions are determined as shown in Figure
4-6. Therein, the tool wear is significant improved under all experimental conditions.
Table 4-3: Scatter wear dimension during machining of TiMMCs
Scatter wear exponents
No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

t i (sec)

( v0  vc )

( f0  fc )

( a p0  a p )

 VB 0

0.0090

0.0004

0.0025

20

0.0391

0.0247

-0.0066

30

0.0683

-0.0846

0.0274

60

0.1791

0.1825

0.0841

90

0.1359

0.0082

0.0494

In this case, the sensitivity to initial cutting speed of the tool life is well explained by the
protection layers of the wear shield; where the atoms of the substrate materials and the adhesive
layer are formed as a whole at nanometer-scale and are involve in the machining process.
However, the sensitivity to the initial conditions of chaos is aperiodic for the long-term
behaviors in a deterministic system [103]. Therefore, it is impossible to predict accurately for the
long term behavior of the tool life; because of the exponentially developing distance between
wear curves later on which leads to the failure of the cutting tool in the third wear region.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-6: Scatter wear dimension; (a) after 20s, (b) - 30s, (c) - 60s and (d) after 90s
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4.5

Conclusions
The so-called ―chaotic tool wear‖ model which is proposed for the first time in this work

has revealed that the initial tool wear and initial cutting conditions affect significantly the tool
wear evolution and the entire tool life. The initial tool wear occurs at the first instant and extends
to only ten seconds at most when machining TiMMC; while the adhesion mechanism plays a
critical role under almost all experimental cutting conditions in the initial wear period.
The sensitivity to initial cutting condition of the wear evolution and tool life is quantitative
measured through the scatter wear dimension and the Lyapunov exponent. By changing the initial
cutting condition for the first two seconds of machining, as a good initial cutting condition for the
cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut, the tool life has improved in all cases of our tested
strategies. However, the initial cutting speed is one of the most significant factors towards the
tool life.
As a result, the effect of the initial wear period on the tool life has been explained by the
sensitivity of the tool life to the initial cutting conditions. The formation of a ―brace wear‖ at the
transition period has been considered as a protection layer within the chaotic wear model. The
initial wear behaved more importantly in the case of difficult-to-cut materials such the TiMMCs
due to their fast tool wear and relatively short tool life.
Applying the chaotic model to machining TiMMCs with a very small difference in the
initial conditions for the first seconds of machining,  VB 0 = 0.009, 0.0004 and 0.0025 mm;
ultimately may lead to a tool life improvement of 24.2%, 17.2% and 12.5% respectively. Based
on the scatter wear dimension, values of the lyapunov exponent can be found positive in all case
of our tested initial cutting conditions such as initial speed, feed rate and depth of cut. It is
therefore believed that the tool wear during the machining process exhibits sensitivity on initial
cutting conditions.
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CHAPTER 5

ARTICLE 3: A NEW CONCEPT FOR TOOL WEAR

DURING MACHINING PROCESS BASED ON CHARACTERISTICS OF
CHAOS THEORY 3
A novel method to investigate tool wear during machining process is presented within this
chapter 5. Part of the work will be presented at the VMPT 2015 conference (June 2 – 5 2015
UBC Vancouver, BC; Canada) 4. As discussed in the previous chapters, the initial wear behavior
or break-in wear period plays an important role towards the engineering wear system;
nevertheless no references were found in literature dealing with the effect of initial tool wear
behavior to the tool life during a machining process. Chaos theory, a well-known mathematic one
has been proven efficient in analyzing how something changes in time and predicting the
behavioral change, is applied for the first time to analyze the tool wear during a machining
process. We endeavor to develop herein a novel mathematical model to study the dependence of
the tool life on the initial cutting conditions. Multistep method and Cubic B-splines collocation
methods are used to solve an ordinary differential equation for quantifying a chaotic tool wear
during machining process.
Both experimental and numerical results show that even such a relatively simple model of
the tool wear system could exhibit the sensitive dependence on initial conditions of the tool life.
A new concept of tool wear during machining process, entitled: ―chaotic tool wear‖ is thus
discussed through the relationship between the tool wear, Lyapunov exponent and fractal
dimension. The chaotic tool wear provides a full explanation of the wear rate behavior at the first
initial wear period and equally brings more insight on how the tool life depends significantly on
the initial cutting conditions. More importantly, application of the chaotic tool wear model to
change initial cutting conditions when machining TiMMCs improved the tool life by up to
24.5%. The success in development of that new concept in our research should leave open

3

4

D. Xuan-Truong, M. Balazinski, R. Mayer, A New Concept for Tool Wear during Machining Process Based on
Characteristics of Chaos Theory, International Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture; May (2015); Ref.
No.: IJMACTOOL-D-15-00438, under review.
D. Xuan-Truong, M. Balazinski, R. Mayer, A Novel Method to Investigate Tool Wear and Tool Life during
Machining Process Based on Characteristics of Chaos Theory, accepted for presentation at the 4th International
Conference on Virtual Machining Process Technology (VMPT 2015) UBC, Vancouver, BC; June 2-5, 2015.
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another alternative for the study of tool wear during machining process with the purpose of
controlling the precision of machining and reducing manufacturing cost.

5.1

Introduction
In 1963, Edward Lorenz reported the first chaotic attractor in a three-dimensional

autonomous system when he studied the atmospheric convection by deterministic ordinary
differential equations [39]. He found that even a little difference in the initial value leads
ultimately to significantly different behavior later on; this phenomenon was explained as
sensitive dependence on initial conditions of the system and has been known as the butterfly
effect [41, 42]. Nowadays, chaos is considered as an aperiodic long-term behavior and exhibits
sensitive dependence on initial conditions in a deterministic system [1]; it is increasingly
attractive for a range of applications in engineering [2, 45-47]. Indeed, chaos theory refers to the
dynamical systems; hence most researchers in the fields of machining [1, 46, 48] and mechanical
friction [49, 50] have investigated the chaotic behavior in dynamical or complex systems.
However, the chaotic motion can be found in relatively simple systems [59]. For example, Buff
and Cheritat [4] proved the existence of quadratic polynomials with a Julia set of positive area
that can be used to quantify a signal of chaos in a system. In particular, the application of chaos
was proved efficient in explaining how something change over time and predicting the behavioral
change in a system [43]. The prediction based on the characteristics of chaos was recently
developed and applied not only to the short term but also the long-term behavior of numerous
technical systems [2], even to predict something deemed unpredictable [3].
More recently Duong et al. [93] used the sensitive dependence on the initial conditions to
explain the dependence of the tool life on the initial cutting conditions. In particular, using small
initial cutting conditions including initial speed, initial feed rate and initial depth of cut within the
first wear period improved the tool life when machining the TiMMCs. In this case, the chaotic
motion in the tool wear system was found relatively with the positive values of the largest
Lyapunov exponent ( ). However,

was calculated empirically through scatter wear; the model

has therefore difficulties in determining a good initial conditions as well as investigating how
exactly is the tool life affected by initial cutting conditions. On the other hand, most
mathematical model investigating chaotic behavior have been used for non-linear or complicated
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system; chaos theory has not been applied to cutting tool wear so far. It is thus worth developing
a new mathematical model to investigate chaotic tool wear during a machining process.
In general,

measures the rate of exponential divergence between neighbouring trajectories

in the phase space to quantify the chaotic motion in a system [60]. It can be determined by
ordinary differential equations [42]. Hence, the influence of initial conditions of a deterministic
system can be described by a fractional differential equation [61, 62]. Unfortunately, solving
these equations for the dynamical system to calculate the Lyapunov characteristic exponents is
very complicated even though numerous classical numerical methods including Runge–Kutta
methods and the multistep methods have been developed for solving the initial condition
problems of the ordinary differential equations [63, 64]. Trigeassou et al. [65] developed the
Lyapunov exponent to study the stability of fractional differential equations that allows the
definition of an elementary Lyapunov function. By utilizing a least square approximation of
spatial-dependent factors, Bajcinca et al. [66] solved numerically various classes of differential
equations with orthogonal polynomials. The algorithm for approximating solutions to differential
equations has also been supported by Ahmed [67] and Mittal et al. [68] when they studied the
Bernstein polynomial. These B-spline methods are indeed linear multistep methods based on
non-uniform meshes [69]. Mittal et al. [70] applied cubic B-splines for spatial variable and its
derivatives which produce a system of first order ordinary differential equations. They have
reported that the approximation solution using B-spline to these equations have a good agreement
with the known exact solution. Accordingly, the B-spline functions of rational interpolation can
be used to characterize properly the wear curve trajectories during machining process.
In order to investigate how sensitively is the tool life affected by the initial cutting
conditions the chaotic tool wear [93] should be quantified numerically. In this case, the wear
curves that are being used to calculate the Lyapunov exponents need to be characterized by a
continuous function. Accordingly, in this study a new mathematical model is developed to
quantify properly the chaotic tool wear during a machining process. First, the divergence of the
chaotic wear curves under different initial cutting conditions is modelled by ordinary differential
equations and expressed by a cubic B-spline function of rational interpolation. In addition, the
variations in tool wear rate under the different initial cutting parameters are assessed by a fractal
dimension. As a result, the Lyapunov exponents with respect to the scatter wear are then
determined at any time of the cutting process; the nature of chaotic tool wear is finally analysed
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and quantifies the sensitive dependency on the initial cutting conditions of the tool life. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study on rational interpolation dealing with chaos and tool
wear during the machining process.

5.2

Chaotic tool wear modelling
The sensitive dependence on initial conditions means by chaos has suggested the use of

chaos theory to explain effect of initial cutting conditions on the tool life in our previous work
[93]. Therein, a chaotic model of wear during the machining process has allowed quantifying the
evolution of wear under different initial conditions as shown in Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1: Chaotic tool wear modeling [93]
Scatter wear at cutting time 𝑡 is calculated intuitively as sensitivity on initial cutting conditions,
they are expressed by Eq. (5-1)

VB || VB | ek
k

where 

(5-1)

0

is the scatter wear dimension at cutting time 𝑡 and represents the divergence of the

wear curves under difference initial cutting conditions 
largest positive value of

,

is the Lyapunov exponent. The

quantifies a chaotic motion in a system [72] by controlling the rate of
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exponential divergence between the two trajectories in the phase space. As a result, the evolution
over time of the wear curves which started very close together, then diverge rapidly from each
other and become completely different at the maximum tool wear
different tool life

and

, see Figure 5-1.

Assuming  VB   and VB  0 ,
k

. Thus, we obtain the

0


1 VB k
 lim  lim ln
k   VB 0  0 k
VB 0


is determined by Eq. (5-2) [93]






(5-2)

By this model, the chaotic tool wear was discussed with positive values of the Lyapunov
exponent and the tool life increases for favorable initial starting conditions. However, the
calculation of the initial parameters to have good initial cutting conditions is far from simple. The
initial cutting parameters were designed regarding to the cutting time 𝑡 ; it thus may reduce
gradually the productivity when machining under different cutting conditions at the same
limitation of time within the chaotic wear model [93]. This is because the wear volume removal
depends significantly on the cutting parameters [104]. In addition, the Lyapunov exponent was
calculated empirically on an experimental wear curve; so we cannot determine properly their
values at any interval cutting time. Therefore, to deal with the mentioned problems above it is
important to develop a new mathematical model to solve the chaotic wear models both empirical
and numerically. First, a wear curve during machining process is modeled by a mathematical
equation that being characterized by continuous functions. We are then able to calculate exactly
the scatter dimension and Lyapunov exponent at any period of cutting time during a machining
process.

5.2.1 Chaotic wear curve definition
In order to investigate a chaotic behavior in the tool wear system, the sensitive dependence
of the tool life on the initial conditions should be expressed, such as: how tool wear rate varies
with the different initial cutting conditions? In the case study, we focus on how much tool life
changes under slight changes of initial cutting conditions. In order to describe the processes of
chaotic wear behavior, our current work is motivated by the fact that actual wear curve
divergence changes with initial cutting parameters. Due to a wear curve evolution depends on
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cutting conditions [90, 104] and the tool life is influenced by initial cutting parameters [93]; we
thus consider herein an ordinary differential equation, Eq. (5-3) to characterize and investigate
empirically a scatter wear variation under different initial cutting conditions.
 y
  (t , y (t ))

t  [t0 , Tc ]
 t
 y  f (t0 , y0 )  VB
0


(5-3)

where function y (t ) are dimensional vectors in phase space of tool wear and cutting time,
y  f (t0 , y0 )  VB 0 are initial conditions. In the case study, the chaotic wear behavior is

considered within interval t  [ti , Tc] , 𝑖

and

is the tool life during a machining

process.
Solving the Eq. (5-3) for the different initial conditions mean that we need to find all functions

y  yi (t ) such that at each point of the interval t  [ti , ti 1 ] ; so the solution of the differential
equation (5-3) can express by given by Eq. (5-4).
 y1 (t ) 
 1 (t , y (t )) 
 y (t ) 
 (t , y (t )) 
2



y  yi (t ) 
, (t , y (t ))   2








 yn (t ) 
 n (t , y (t )) 

The function  𝑡

𝑡

(5-4)

does not depend explicitly on the independent variable 𝑡, as in the case

of an iterative one dimensional discrete system, Eq. (5-5) [43, 44]

tn 1  f (tn ) ,

t  [t0 , Tc]

(5-5)

where the values 𝑡 belong to a finite interval. For n   we consider how the point sequence
t  ti  differ from the point sequence t '  t 'i  that evolves from a slightly modiﬁed initial

condition t '0  t0   t0 . After
of a

iterations, using Taylor‘s theorem [105] to give an approximation

times differentiable function around a given point by (

order, we obtain
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t 'k  tk   tk  f (tk 1   tk 1 )  f (tk 1 )  f '(tk 1 ) tk 1  ...

(5-6)

By linearization of Eq. (5-6) and repeatedly applying the recursion rule, the scatter
dimension from Eq. (5-1) is now determined by the following function, Eq. (5-7)
k 1

 tk  f '(tk 1 ) tk 1  f '(tk 1 ) f '(tk  2 )... f '(t0 ) t0   f '(tk ) t0

(5-7)

k 0

From Eqs. (5-1) and (5-7) the mean exponential divergence of the scatter wear is determined
by Eq. (5-8).
k 1

e k   f '(ti )

(5-8)

i 0

By applying the algorithm to Eq. (5-8), the Lyapunov exponent

is defined base on the one

dimensional discrete map, as given by Eq. (5-9).
k 1
1
 lim  ln f '(ti )

k

k 

(5-9)

i 0

When changing even a small amount of initial cutting conditions, we encourage ensuring
all experimental strategies to be performed under the same volume removed material. It means
that machining under different initial cutting conditions, the initial cutting time 𝑡 of each
experimental stage would certainly be different. Therefore, the initial conditions are taken into
account both scatter wear

and cutting time 𝑡 . On the other word, the initial conditions

depend on both initial cutting time 𝑡 and scatter wear dimensions
5-2.

as shown in Figure
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Figure 5-2: Scatter wear dimension and chaotic wear curve definition
In general, the separation between two points is measured by the distance between the two
points; however, in the case study, for example the 

and 𝑡 at cutting time 𝑡 are considered

as variations of tool wear and cutting time respectively under different initial conditions. We
therefore consider here a wear – time plane to quantify the initial cutting conditions, see Figure
5-2. In this special the case

is variation in both cutting time and tool wear that can be

determined by Eq. (5-10).

VB i   ti 2  VBi 2  wear-time interval
In order to calculate the actual value of
cutting ( ), li  N  f 
speed, N 

ti
(mm) ; where
60

1000 Vc
(rev / min) ;
 D

(5-10)

, the cutting time 𝑡 𝑠 is transferred to the length of
𝑟 𝑣 is the feed rate,

is diameter and

thus determined by the variation of the cutting length (

𝑟 𝑣

𝑖𝑛 is spindle

𝑖𝑛 is the cutting speed. The 𝑡 is
,  ti 

60   li
(mm) . Accordingly, the
N f
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variation of scatter wears during machining process from Eq. (5-10) is then determined by Eq.
(5-11)
2

VB i

 60   li 
2
 
  VBi  mm
 N f 

(5-11)

In order to determine properly the Lyapunov exponent in accordance with the initial cutting
condition the chaotic wear equation (5-3) must be solved numerically. The reference and
neighbor wear curves, as illustrated in the Figure 5-2 are required characterizing by a continuous
function. We suppose that the function
(𝑡

𝑡

𝑡

satisfies a Lipschitz condition on the interval

. If the differential Eq. (5-3) is integrated within (𝑡

𝑡 , we obtain a chaotic wear curve

as given by Eq. (5-12).
ti

y (ti )  y (t 0 )    (t , y (t )) dt

(5-12)

t0

To carry out the integration of function  in Eq. (5-12) numerous classical numerical
methods including Runge–Kutta methods [64], multistep methods [63, 64], Cubic B-splines
collocation method [69, 70, 106, 107] and approximate method to solve numerically various
classes of differential equations by using orthogonal polynomials [64, 66] have been developed
for solving the initial value problems of ordinary differential equations. In this study, the chaotic
wear data are obtained experimentally; therefore we approximate the (𝑡
that interpolates at n point, 𝑡 𝑡

If there is a mesh-size , 

𝑡

𝑡 ) by a polynomial
𝑡

𝑡

𝑛 that

depends on both  and the interval such that  (ti )   (ti 1 )   (ti  ti 1 ) then there exists a solution
y (t )  [t0 , Tc] .

Based on the multistep method we can rewrite Eq. (5-12) as Eq. (5-13)
n

y (ti )  y0 i     Pi   (ti , ui )

(5-13)

i 0

If y (ti ) is the exact solution to Eq. (5-3), its diagram is a curve in the
through the point

𝑡

, or

𝑡

𝑡 –

𝑛 passing

. Therefore, a discrete numerical solution to Eq. (5-13)
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can be defined to be a set of points P  Pi   [ P0 , P1 ,...Pn 1 , Pn ] ; where each point
an approximation to the corresponding point of 𝑡

𝑡

is

𝑡 ) on the solution wear curve and 𝑢 is a

replacement function. Indeed, the solution of a partial differential equation can be described
through a cubic B-spline [70, 106, 108].
We denote herein the class of functions y  y (t ) that are continuous on the domain
D  R n ; ti  t0 , Tc  ; the solutions to Eq. (5-13) are then rewritten as a rational interpolation

formula as follows:
m

y (ti )  y0i     Pi  i ,n (t )

(5-14)

i 0

where  Pi  are the set of control points and t  t0 , t1 , t2 ,.., tm  n are knot sequence vectors (as an
m

increasing sequence of real numbers). The function  (ti )   Pi  i ,n (t ) is thus considered as a
i 0

non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS).
4.

In Eq. (5-14) i , n (t ) are B-spline function base of order n;

. These basic

functions are given by Eq. (5-15)The first question deals with the initial tool wear
behavior, such as what exactly the initial tool wear phenomenon during machining
TiMMCs is? What is the mechanism of wear at the first moment of cutting as well as
when does it occur, how long does it take and why its wear rate increases so fast within
the first wear period and then decreases abruptly to the steady period?
when n = 0 and when n > 0 respectively.
 1if ti  t  ti 1
(n  0)

0

otherwise

 i ,n (t )  
 t t
t
t
i
 i ,n 1 (t )  i  n 1
 i 1,n 1 (t )( n  0)

ti  n 1  ti 1
 ti  n  ti

Considering the second order 𝑛

(5-15)

, the B-spline basic functions are determined as follows:
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 t i 3  t 
 t  ti 
 i 1,1(t )
 i ,1(t )  
 ti 2  ti 
 t i 3  t i 1 

 i ,2 (t )  

Repeated for the orders of 𝑛

(5-16)

, we obtain the second order functions as given by Eq.

(5-17)

(t  ti ) 2
if ti  t  ti 1

 (ti 1  ti )(ti  2  ti )

 (t  ti )(ti  2  t ) (t  ti 1 )(ti 3  t ) 
1


if ti 1  t  ti  2
 i ,2 (t )   (ti  2  ti 1 )  ti  2  ti
ti 3  ti 1


2
(ti 3  t )

if ti  2  t  ti 3
 (ti 3  ti 1 )(ti 3  ti  2 )

0otherwise

(5-17)

Similarly, for the third order n = 3, the cubic functions of B-spline are determined by Eq. (5-18),
where  i ,2 (t ) and  i 1,2 (t ) are determined by Eq. (5-17)
 t  ti
 ti 3  ti

 i ,3 (t )  


 ti  4  t 
 i ,2 (t )  
 i 1,2 (t )

 ti  4  ti 1 

(5-18)

According to [106, 109], we take into account the mesh-size  so the cubic functions of B-spline
are defined as given by Eq. (5-19)
(t  ti )3 ,
 3
2
2
3
  3 (t  ti 1 )  3 (t  ti 1 )  3(t  ti 1 ) ,
1  3
2
2
3
 i ,3 (t ) 
  3 (t  ti 3 )  3 (t  ti 3 )  3(t  ti 3 ) ,
6  3 
3
(ti  4  t ) ,
0


ti  t  ti 1
ti 1  t  ti  2
ti  2  t  ti  3

(5-19)

ti  3  t  t i  4
otherwise

From Eqs. (5-12), (5-14) and (5-19) the chaotic wear curve is now characterized by cubic
polynomial functions in the matrix form as given by Eq. (5-20)
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 a1t 3  b1t 2  c1t  d1   Pi 
 3
 

2
1  a2t  b2t  c2t  d 2   Pi 1 
y (t )  y0 

6  2  a3t 3  b3t 2  c3t  d 3   Pi  2 

 

 a4t 3  b4t 2  c4t  d 4   Pi 3 

where the set of control points

ti  t  ti 1
ti 1  t  ti  2

(5-20)

ti  2  t  ti 3
ti 3  t  ti  4

and spline polynomials

are determined

empirically. As a result, the scatter wear dimension from Eq. (5-7) and Lyapunov exponent from
Eq. (5-9) with respect to the reference trajectory in the chaotic wear system are determined
exactly in the continuous function as given by Eq. (5-21) and (5-22) respectively.

VB k | VB 0 |




k

k 1



lim  ln
k 

i 0

k 1

 P  
k
i

i 0

m

 P  
i 0

i

i ,3

i ,3

(ti ) 

(ti ) 

'

'

where the mesh size  is determined based on the cutting time consideration 



(5-21)

(5-22)

𝑡

𝑡

𝑛,

(ti )  is the derivative of the cubic B-spline function. It is calculated by Eq. (5-19) and each
'

i ,3

controlled point

𝑡

is determined on the wear curve function, see Eq. (5-20).

5.2.2 Sensitive dependence on initial conditions
In order to demonstrate the presence of a chaotic signal in the tool wear system it is
required to find evidence of a sensitive dependence on initial conditions of the tool life. The
chaotic relation between tool wear and initial cutting conditions will be assessed. The initial wear
mechanism is also investigated. The chaotic wear curve evolution over time was modeled using
Eq. (5-3) solved and characterized by continuous functions, see Eq. (5-14) and (5-20). Hence, the
scatter wear dimension for different initial cutting conditions and Lyapunov exponent are
calculated properly through these functions, Eq. (5-21) and Eq. (5-22). The initial conditions
from Eq. (5-3) depend on a number of factors during the machining operation such as: cutting
parameters, machine tool, cutting tool, workpiece material and machining techniques. In this
case, the initial cutting parameters including cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut play a very
important role with respect to the tool wear [93]. The divergence in tool wear when machining
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under various initial cutting conditions is the initial conditions, VB 0 ; which are expressed by Eq.
(5-23) As seen in Figure 5-2, the

at cutting time 𝑡 can thus be determined from the initial

tool wear values at different cutting time, Eq. (5-11).

f (t0 , y0 ) VB 0

 VB 0 


  'VB 0 




 ( n 1)VB 0 

(5-23)

In this case, the two trajectories in the Figure 5-2 are considered as two wear evolution
curves in time under small different initial conditions. The reference curve (red color) is
generated by a regular cutting condition while the neighbor blue one is obtained by changing the
initial cutting conditions VB 0 . At a certain cutting time t  [ti , ti 1 ];0  ti  Tc ; the variation of the
scatter wear dimension from Eq. (5-21) is calculated by following equation:

VB k    2  (t  ti )2  
where

(5-24)

is a constant depends on the initial cutting conditions, VB 0 ,  is an experimental mesh

size of the wear curve equation. This function has a recursion relation that regarding to the
logistical map; whose iteration values (trajectory) have been widely used to generate chaos in a
system [44]. So these wear curves functions can exhibit deterministic chaos in a tool wear
system. For 

47

𝑡

, we generate at a very small different value

for the neighbour wear curve as shown in Figure 5-3
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Figure 5-3: Sensitive dependency on initial conditions of two wear curve trajectories
(a) reference, ∆

4

; (b) neighbor

; (c) the two curves in comparison

We can observe roughly here the reference trajectory Figure 5-3(a) and the neighbor
trajectory Figure 5-3(b) developed similarly up to 70 seconds. Imagine when machining a hard to
cut material that relatively short tool life; we would have difficulty observing the different in tool
wear and tool life. However, if we plot both of them together, see Figure 5-3(c) we can see
clearly their gradual dispersion from 14th seconds onwards with increasing divergence until they
are completely different later on. As a result, the tool wear system during a machining process
exhibits a sensitive dependence on the initial cutting conditions. It is being implemented in
validating the outcome for a machining process in the next section.
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5.2.3 Fractal dimension analysis
A fractal geometry is an object that displays self-similarity at various scales and it is
quantified by a non-integer dimension, the fractal dimension [71]. Therefore, it has been widely
used to characterize complex geometric forms or non-integer dimension object that could not be
analyzed by the classical Euclidian geometry. Particularly, the fractal dimension is closely related
to the Lyapunov exponent [72] in quantifying the chaotic motion in a system [1, 45].
Since the chaotic tool wear curves during a machining process is being characterized by the
continuous functions in accordance with the mathematical model proposed earlier we therefore
apply herein the fractal dimension to analyze the variations in tool wear rate under the different
initial cutting conditions as shown in Figure 5-4(a). The fractal dimensions on each wear curve
are calculated based on the Box-counting method as given by Eq. (5-25)
ln N ( )
 0 ln(1 /  )

D  lim

where

(5-25)

 are the number of boxes needed to cover the wear curves or the area; they are also

considered as the number of self-similar pieces;  is the magnification or scaling ratio factor. The
boxes for counting are produced as squares at various grid scales as shown in Figure 5-4(b). All
boxes of the grid that contain any part of the curve are counted directly on each wear curve
function.
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(a)

(b)

50 pixels

20 pixels

5 pixels

Figure 5-4: Fractal dimension analysis of a chaotic wear curve
Accordingly, a chaotic tool wear during machining process is characterized by both
Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension, as illustrated in Figure 5-5. Therein, the wear curve
evolutions in time are modeled by an ordinary differential equation. They are characterized by
cubic B-spline rational interpolation function. Therefore, the determination of scatter wear
dimension and Lyapunov exponent has no limitation within the chaotic tool wear model. The
divergence in wear rate is quantitative measured by fractal dimension that is calculated based on
the Box-counting method. Effective of the proposed model is being validated and applied to the
machining of TiMMCs material (see the next section).
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Figure 5-5: Chaos theory characterized tool wear during machining process

5.3

Experimental procedure
The experiments are divided into two stages. The first stage is to investigate tool wear

evolution and tool life during machining TiMMCs under different cutting parameters. The tool
wear progression is observed on the wear curves where the flank wear values are measured after
certain cutting time using an optical microscope fitted with a high resolution digital camera. The
tool wear is characterized by parameter

on the flank face and KT on the race

face as shown in Figure 5-6(a) [89, 90]. The tool wear mechanism is analyzed using a Scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) and an Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX). The cutting force
dynamometer by Kistler with a data acquisition card was used to record the cutting force signals
in three orthogonal directions.
In order to study how initial cutting conditions and initial wear mechanism influence the
tool wear evolution over time and the tool life, the second experimental stage is performed under
three different initial cutting conditions with respect to the mathematical model proposed.
Therefore, three experimental strategies for changing initial cutting conditions are applied in the
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second experimental stage; the first strategy (No.1) is to change initial cutting speed while the
second strategy (No.2) is a change in the initial feed rate. The third strategy (No.3) applies a
ramping approach; therein, the depth of cut increases gradually from zero to a defined depth and
is then kept constant.
The machining tests were performed on a CNC turning center Mazak QT-Nexus-200 as
shown in Figure 5-6(b). The workpiece material used in this study was TiMMC that has been
reported as an extremely hard to cut material. It has a mean Rockwell hardness of 40 HRC,
tensile strength of

, yield strength of 4

and thermal conductivity of

. The cutting tools used in all experiments were PVD coated (Ti,Al)N+TiN
manufactured by SECO with the following specifications: rake angle 
angle 

, nose radius 𝑟

in, tool included angle

and the insert thickness 𝑠

, back rake
, tool cutting angle

.

(a) Tool wear parameters definition [90]

(b) CNC turning center QT-Nexus-200

Figure 5-6: Experimental set-up
Indeed, cutting tools made of polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and cubic boron nitride
(CBN) are widely recommended for machining titanium alloys Ti-6Al-4V and Metal Matrix
Composite materials. PCD and CBN exhibit lower wear rate while the coated one is faster wear
rate and cheaper [91]. With the aim of analyzing effect of the initial cutting conditions on the tool
life that regarding to the tool wear mechanism from the first moment of the cutting process;
hence, the wear rate should not be too rapid to achieve more accurate measurement. On the
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contrary, it should not be too slow to avoid using large amounts of a very expensive material that
is TiMMCs. Therefore the PVD coated cutting tool is used in this work. The cutting conditions
are chosen by taking into account the recommendation of cutting tool manufacturers, our
previous works [17, 92, 93] and also our preliminary machining tests for the special case of the
first wear zone. Accordingly, the cutting speeds were
depth of cut were in the range

5.4

–

, the feed rate and
and

–

respectively.

Results and discussion

5.4.1 Tool wear evolution during machining of TiMMCs
For the first experimental stage the cutting parameters were

4

while the feed rate and depth of cut were kept constant at

and

respectively. The tool wear evolutions are divided in four groups in accordance
with the different cutting speed; each curve group is observed in three wear periods: initial wear
period (I), steady wear period (II) and rapid wear period (III) as shown in Figure 5-7. The tool
life obtained under cutting speed of V4 = 60 m/min was very short; therefore, one more of the
wear curve experiment was performed to validate the result. As can be seen, tool wear rate
increases rapidly in the first and third wear period while in the steady wear zones it is relatively
constant.

Figure 5-7: Tool wear during machining TiMMCs under different cutting speeds [110]
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More importantly, the initial wear period happens within a very short cutting time but their
wear volume lost within this period is much larger than that of the second wear period. The
percentage of tool wear values between the two periods is different depending on the cutting
speeds; for example, under cutting speed V4 = 60 m/min, the average initial wear value was
0.095 mm or 90.5% compared to the steady wear period which was 0.01 mm or 9.5%, see Figure
5-7 while under speed V3 = 50 m/min, the percentage of initial and steady wear period were
66.4% and 33.6% respectively. It is therefore thought that the initial wear period may play a
critical role in the tool life when machining TiMMCs.
Taking into account the average wear values under speeds V1, V2, V3 and V4, we obtained
roughly the tool life T1, T2, T3 and 4 respectively; the tool life T1 under speed of V1=20 m/min
is so long (over 560 seconds) hence it is not presented in the diagram. For the highest speed V4 =
60 m/min tool the wear rate increases very rapidly in period (III) leading to a very short tool life
while the tool wear at low speed V1 =20 m/min shows negligible increase during the steady wear
period starting as soon as only two seconds of machining. Furthermore, the wear rate decreases
abruptly at the transition point between wear periods (I) and (II) and accelerates between periods
(II) and (III).
In order to use the wear curves for the purpose of investigating chaotic tool wear, as well as
enable the prediction of tool wear values and tool life the average of wear curves for a particular
set of cutting conditions are characterized using the cubic functions of Eq. (5-20). It is a solution
approximately based on the multistep methods for non-uniform meshes [69] that we have
developed in the previous section. As a result, the wear curve evolutions in time are expressed by
a continuous function as shown in Figure 5-8(a). Each curve is the combination of several
functions joined with tangency constraints at each investigated cutting time

𝑡 , they are

expressed by difference colors, see Figure 5-8. Accordingly, the tool life under V1, V2, V3 and V4
are determined properly on each wear curve function at
T1, T2, T3 and 4 are 560.4, 225.5, 126.4 and 50.7 seconds respectively.

, the values of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-8: Cubic B-spline functions describe tool wear curves
In order to investigate the effect of the initial wear mechanism and initial cutting conditions
on tool life, the initial wear period is magnified from the set of control experimental points and
knot vectors at

as illustrated in Figure 5-8(b). They are determined on each wear

curve with respect to the critical wear rate and their values (Vbi) according to standard IS0 3685.
As shown, the initial wear increases very rapidly and reaches a limit at the first transition between
period I and II, less than 0.095 mm. The accelerated wear occurs as soon as the cutting action
begins and extends to only two seconds at the low speed of 20 m/min and ten seconds under
higher speed conditions.
Surprisingly, the tool wear at the first transition period under cutting speeds V1, V2 and V3
showed a similar wear mechanism as shown in Figure 5-9(a), (b) and (c). The initial wear
behavior during machining TiMMCs, was recently investigated by the authors, showed that
adhesion and diffusion are primarily found within the initial wear period under all experimental
conditions tested. The initial wear mechanism is the result of complicated mechanisms including
adhesion, diffusion, and oxidation while abrasion occurred rarely. This mechanism is opposite to
the steady wear period where abrasion is the most important mechanism [17, 34, 35].
Furthermore, the low thermal conductivity and high reactivity of titanium alloys lead to increase
cutting temperature at the tool-workpiece-chip interface [7, 25] resulting in micro welding and
built-up-edges (BUE) being formed at the cutting edge [111].
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By EDX analysis of the wear mechanism, Figure 5-9(d) the chemical wear at the first
transition, between initial and steady wear period, included the coating layer of the insert with the
presence of the Ti, Al and N elements are found to be rich. The effect of chemical stresses at high
cutting temperatures was the main reason leading to the diffusion wear; therefore, they reacted
spontaneously with atmospheric oxygen and oxidizes the titanium and aluminum and then
diffuses from the coating layer and the TiMMCs at high pressure and elevated temperature. The
combination of these mechanisms, associated with the coating layer (Ti,Al)N of the cutting tool
and TiC reinforcement of the workpiece material generated a new hard thin layer as a whole
involving in the machining process. This new wear layer which authors have coined ―brace wear‖
is mostly found on the flank face; see Figure 5-5(a) at the first transition wear period.

Figure 5-9: Initial tool wear during machining TiMMCs;(a) V=20m/min after 2s; (b) V=40m/min
after 5s; (c) V=50m/min after 6s; (d) EDX analysis [110]
Accordingly, the ―brace wear‖ is considered as a wear shield or protection layer for the
steady wear region. The formulation of the wear shield provides a better explanation of wear rate
during the first wear period with regards to the accelerated cutting force and temperature. In the
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first instants of cutting, the cutting forces increase very rapidly over a short period of time so the
friction and tribological wear can be considered at the contact of two new surfaces where the
sliding velocities between the two fresh surfaces at a small cutting edge are close to zero [95, 96].
The contact surface appears smooth and clean thus inducing quasi-static friction [97]; hence the
cutting forces influence mainly through a small area at the tool-workpiece interface and lead to
high contact stress and high friction between poorly conforming surfaces. The rapid initial
increase of the cutting forces occurred within one second and is followed by a reduced and
constant rate of increase during the steady wear period. The rapid increase in cutting force
resulted in an immediate increase of cutting temperature in the first initial wear zone,

to

when machining Ti-6Al-4V [94].

5.4.2 Effect of initial condition on the tool life
The wear shield was found at the first transition period for low cutting speed, low feed rate
and small depth of cut within only 2 seconds [93]. On the other hand, no significant improvement
of tool life was observed in our preliminary tests for the data considered when the initial period
t

lasted more than 2 seconds. So, we consider herein three experiment strategies to change

initial cutting parameters at the transition period t

in accordance with the Eq. (5-3) and

Eq. (5-23) for each experiment. The first strategy is to change the initial cutting speed during the
first two seconds of machining; an initial speed of 20 m/min is followed by an increased speed
which is then kept constant at 60 m/min while both the feed rate and depth of cut are kept
constant at 0.15 mm/rev and 1.5 mm respectively.
Table 5-1: Different initial cutting parameters for experiments
No.
1

Vc (m/min)

f(mm/rev)

ap (mm)

1.5

1.5

20

(0 - 2)s

60
2

after 2s
0.05

60

(0 - 2)s
1.5

0.15
3

60

Time (s)

after 2s
0 - 1.5

(0 - 2)s

1.5

after 2s

0.15
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The second and third strategies see a change in feed rate and depth of cut as shown in Table
5-1; all machining test are designed for equal volumes of metal removed. The machining
experiments were performed and measured at several cutting time in accordance with the

t  [ti , Tc] , 𝑖

in the mathematical model proposed. According to Eq. (5-14), the

control points require measurement on the flank face of the cutting inserts. Cutting inserts are
changed or rotated to offer a new cutting edge for each interval tested; a total of 4 times 100
inserts offering 400 new cutting edges were used for the whole experimental study. In order to
reduce the large amount of computation without compromising the accuracy of the model we
considered the average of flank wear land at only 12 intervals 𝑡 ) to calculate the polynomials
and mesh size for the chaotic wear curves. As a result, the chaotic wear curve polynomials are
averaged as given by Table 5-2; they are generated as shown in Figure 5-10
Table 5-2: B-spline polynomials of chaotic wear curve when machining TiMMCs


No.1

-0.00631672

0

9.70418E-05

1.807E-22

0.004167

0.006583573

-0.001935042

0.000193794

-1.613E-06

0.004167

-0.00081815

0.00040556

-3.9398E-05

2.0702E-05

0.008333

0.000928399

-0.00132501

0.000640433

0.00011999

0.025

-0.00017235

0.000446263

-0.00028444

0.0006772

0.041667

8.57442E-05

-0.000540408

0.001187683

0.00193365

0.083333

0.000050625

-0.000537233

0.00203625

0.02317144

0.25

-6.6281E-05

0.001611281

-0.00986173

0.09022833

0.416667

7.66733E-05

-0.003808792

0.063092083

0.01911633

0.833333

-1.4984E-05

0.001690654

-0.04689667

0.752375

0.833333

-8.4922E-06

0.003843225

-0.08089013

3.3595875

2.5

-2.5718E-05

0.006943913

-0.26693175

7.0804125

2.5
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Table 5-2: B-spline polynomials of chaotic wear curve when machining TiMMCs
-0.00970132

0

0.000121753

-3.614E-22

0.004167

0.011756604

-0.003218689

0.000282688

-2.682E-06

0.004167

-0.00503262

0.002742955

-0.00043102

4.133E-05

0.008333

0.003184733

-0.004400366

0.001938212

-1.586E-05

0.025

-0.00085843

0.002334128

-0.00189476

0.00116907

0.041667

0.000338623

-0.001980574

0.003738029

0.00090392

0.083333

-3.2699E-05

0.000656666

-0.00332141

0.03277775

0.25

-6.3752E-05

0.001417911

-0.00719534

0.08766463

0.416667

0.000141377

-0.006219938

0.090134458

-0.0457275

0.833333

-0.00010449

0.008531992

-0.20490408

1.92119625

0.833333

0.000209174

-0.026673724

1.25971275

-13.747729

2.5

-0.00012197

0.032932909

-2.3166855

57.780225

2.5

-0.00796949

0

0.000107424

0

0.004167

0.009014104

-0.002547542

0.000234801

-2.123E-06

0.004167

-0.00247076

0.001367996

-0.00021661

3.0035E-05

0.008333

0.001274273

-0.001794698

0.000871823

8.223E-05

0.025

-0.00034652

0.000843982

-0.0004929

0.00071419

0.041667

0.000285242

-0.001638008

0.003042338

0.00118543

0.083333

-7.7967E-05

0.001128776

-0.00436069

0.03183004

0.25

-5.6463E-06

-2.84613E-05

0.003706698

0.06205052

0.416667

5.889791667

-0.002558338

0.039271708

0.16671917

0.833333

-2.7874E-05

0.002647992

-0.064855

0.86089583

0.833333

1.93242E-05

-0.000485524

0.145829625

0.45283125

2.5

-3.3254E-05

0.008978513

-0.42201375

11.8096875

2.5

No.2

No.3
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Figure 5-10: Chaotic wear curves in three initial condition strategies
Accordingly, the tool life values of

are now calculated exactly based on the

wear curves functions at the limited wear values

corresponding to the

regular machining, the first, second and third experiment strategies respectively. The results show
that tool life increased for both three advantages initial cutting conditions with improvement of
24.5%, 21.1% and 16.9% respectively.

5.4.3 Chaotic tool wear phenomenon during machining process
To investigate the tool life dependence on the initial cutting conditions as well as to detect
any chaotic behavior of the tool wear during the machining process, the Eqs. (5-21), (5-11) and
(5-24) are calculated by changing a small initial cutting condition

= 0.01, 0.002 and 0.006

corresponding to the three strategies discussed above when machining TiMMCs. These initial
condition values are calculated based on equations (5-23) and (5-11). We calculated the scatter
dimensions with respect to the logistic map generating as shown in Figure 5-11(a), (b) and (c)
respectively. It shows that the wear curves in all three strategies tested above diverge gradually
after 7.5, 9.0 and 14.5 seconds respectively and evolve completely differently later on for all
experiments. These results confirm that the initial cutting conditions influence significantly the
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tool life. In this case, the initial cutting speed, as used in the first strategy, appears as the most
important factor influencing the tool life during machining TiMMCs.

Figure 5-11: Scatter wear dimensions under different initial cutting conditions;
(a) No.1 -

, (b) No.2 -

, (c) No.3 -

In order to quantify the exponential divergence of the chaotic wear trajectories and estimate
the amount of chaos in a wear system, values for

and D, of the proposed model, are calculated

numerically from each wear curve equation. With these continuous functions we thus have no
limitation on calculating the scatter wear and

at any cutting time interval. In general, an n-

dimensional system has n Lyapunov exponents, and there exist at least one positive

in a chaotic

system [50]. The D is calculated on the chaotic wear curve using the Box-counting method, Eq.
(5-25). They are calculated directly from Eq. (5-14) that generated by using Function Grapher
2011.
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Considering the tool wear evolution for the three experimental strategies based on different
initial cutting conditions the

and D are obtained and given in Table 5-3 From the obtained

results in Table 5-3 we observe that positive values are found for all strategies tested, including
initial cutting speed, initial feed rate and initial depth of cut. The fractal dimensions increased
with the increase of Lyapunov exponent; their relationship with cutting time during the
machining process is expressed as shown in Figure 5-12. It clearly shows that positive values of
are found for

in the range of 0.7 to 1.1;

increases with the decrease of D. In particular,

increases quickly up to 1.1 while D reduces rapidly to 0.4 within 40 to 60 seconds cutting time.
Indeed, this interval in an important period of tool wear where the tool life was increase by up to
24.5% as discussed in previous section. On that basis it is believed that chaotic motion occurring
in the tool wear system during machining process plays a critical role on tool life.
Table 5-3: Lyapunov exponents

and fractal dimension

𝑡
No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

Average

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

Average

0.001

0.002

0.006

0.006

0.477

0.477

0.477

0.477

10

-0.019

-0.060

-0.034

-0.038

0.699

0.778

0.778

0.752

20

0.001

0.036

-0.056

-0.006

1.041

1.041

1.041

1.041

30

-0.078

0.242

0.082

0.082

1.114

1.146

1.146

1.135

40

0.002

0.133

0.003

0.046

1.146

1.146

1.255

1.183

50

0.181

0.291

0.190

0.221

1.176

1.079

1.146

1.134

60

0.218

0.344

0.240

0.267

1.176

1.230

1.176

1.194

70

0.230

0.339

0.253

0.274

1.255

1.279

1.230

1.255

80

0.228

0.274

0.246

0.249

1.279

1.380

1.301

1.320

90

0.219

0.243

0.227

0.230

1.204

1.380

1.301

1.295
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Figure 5-12: Relationship between

and

and cutting time

Figure 5-14: Relationship between

Figure 5-13: Relationship between

and

and tool

wear; (No.1 - Initial speed)

and

and tool wear; (No.2 – Initial feed rate)

Figure 5-15: Relationship between

and

and tool

wear; (No.3 – Initial depth of cut)

In order to demonstrate how significantly the initial cutting conditions influence the tool
wear evolution over time and the tool life, the relationship between ,

and tool wear are

investigated as shown in Figure 5-13, Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15. The results reveal that both
and

are closely related to the tool wear evolution over time. When

wear increases rapidly and lead to tool failure in case of a negative

increase over 1.2 the tool
for all strategies tested.
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When

is greater than 0.05,

increases rapidly with the increase of tool wear, see Figure 5-12

and Figure 5-14. On the other hand, the tool wear increases with the decrease of both

and . In

contrary to strategies No.1 and No.3, with strategy No.2, of changing the initial feed rate, the
fractal dimension is not much affected by the tool wear evolution, see Figure 5-14. The tool wear
rate is reduced both for an increase or decrease of the
the case of D greater than 1.15 and

value to 0.1; tool failure is noted only in

less than 1.0. As a result, the rapid increase in tool wear that

quantitative measure by the fractal dimension is explained mean by the wear curves divergence
under different initial cutting conditions; their relationship associated with

is interpreted mean

by a chaotic behavior that exhibited in the tool wear system. We would therefore report here that
the chaotic motion can be found within the tool wear progression during machining process
regarding to the positive values of Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension of the wear curves
less than 1.2. The chaotic motion occurred within the tool wear system we so-called ‗Chaotic tool
wear‖.

5.5

Conclusions
In this paper, the multistep method is developed to solve an ordinary differential equation

for the chaotic tool wear system based on cubic B-spline rational interpolation function. The socalled ―chaotic tool wear‖ is defined for the first time in this study based on both the Lyapunov
exponent and fractal dimension. The numerical results reveal that even such a relatively simple
model could exhibits chaotic nature of the tool wear during machining process. In addition, the
wear curves evolution as a function of the cutting time, as characterized by cubic continuous
functions in the phase space, allowed us to calculate the scatter wear dimension and quantify a
chaotic motion at any interval of cutting time.
To demonstrate the accuracy and usefulness of the chaotic tool wear model, three
experimental strategies for changing initial cutting conditions including initial cutting speed,
initial feed rate, and initial approach for depth of cut were conducted. The initial cutting
conditions were changed by very small amounts of

= 0.01, 0.002 and 0.006 for the first,

second and third strategies within two seconds when machining TiMMCs. Results were
unexpected as tool life improved by 24.5%, 21.1% and 16.9% respectively. The improvement of
tool life is explained by the influence of the initial cutting conditions on the tool life which is
quantified relatively to the positive values of the largest

and D in the range of 0.7 to 1.2.
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Another important point to be noted is that a full explanation of the wear rate behavior at the first
initial wear period is obtained through the chaotic tool wear for the first time in the study of tool
wear, chaos theory and fractal geometry. That model equally brings more insight how the tool life
depends significantly on the initial cutting conditions.
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CHAPTER 6

GENERAL DISSCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the significant results achieved from the research presented in the
previous chapters. The dissertation‘s contribution to the advancement of knowledge and the
development of technologies, as well as its limits and constraints are discussed. This thesis also
leaves open some recommendations that should be addressed for future research.

6.1

Summary of Research Accomplishments
It is worth recalling that the Chaos theory, a field of study in mathematics that has been

proven efficient in analyzing how something changes in time and predicting the behavioral
change, has now been successfully applied to investigate the tool wear during a machining
process. The original significant results have obtained from this PhD. Thesis are given as follows:

6.1.1. Conclusions on initial tool wear behavior during machining TiMMCs
During machining of TiMMCs the initial wear occurred from the first moment of cutting at
extremely high wear rate. This wear evolution was found within only two seconds under a cutting
speed of 20 m/min and tends to increase to ten seconds maximum at higher cutting speeds. In
particular, even the initial wear period happens within a very short cutting time but their wear
volume lost within this period is much higher than that of the second wear period.
At the first moment of machining TiMMCs the tool wear mechanisms are the results of tool
layer damage associated with the friction between the two new contact interphase and tribological
wear. This is because the effect of accelerated cutting force and temperature gradient leads to
high stress and friction between the poorly conforming surfaces of cutting tool and workpiece
material and hence causes a dramatically damaged layer. That explains the high wear rate at the
very first moment of tool wear.
The increase of cutting force and temperature right after leads to micro welding and builtup-edges (BUE) form at the cutting edge. Chemical stresses at high temperature were attributed
as the main reason of the diffusion wear because the tool layer material reacts spontaneously with
atmospheric oxygen and thus oxidation of the titanium and aluminum takes place. Therefore, the
adhesive wear is mostly found during the initial wear period under all experimental conditions
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tested in this work. The observed behavior seems to be contradictory with the mechanism of
abrasion wear in the steady wear period that has been reported in the literature.
The adhesion layer of the cutting tool and BUE are damaged and soluble mutually at
elevated temperatures. However, that resulting material still includes the hard particles of TiC
reinforcement in the workpiece material but the effect of these particles were not strong enough
to disable the adhesive wear within the first wear zone. The combination of these mechanisms in
association with the coating layer of (Ti,Al)N generated a new wear form as a whole participating
in the machining process. The effect of TiC in the chemical wear that exists in the form of
diffusion then formed a new hard thin layer at the end of the initial wear period. This new wear
form is here called ―brace wear‖. By considering all the experimental results, we believed that the
brace wear is a wear shield layer for the steady period. Due to the appearance of the brace wear,
the rates of tool wear decreases abruptly at the transition point between the first and second wear
periods.

6.1.2. Conclusions on chaotic tool wear during a machining process
Our experimental results have revealed that the initial tool wear mechanism and initial
cutting conditions affect significantly the tool wear evolution and the entire tool life. In this case
the relationship between initial cutting parameters and the tool life is found to be closely related
to the initial wear mechanism. Only a minor modification of initial cutting condition is able to
change the initial wear mechanism and results in a significant difference in the tool life.
This sensitive dependence behavior of the tool life on the initial conditions has suggested
the application of chaos theory. As mentioned in the previous section, no research study is found
analyzing a chaotic motion in the tool wear system and almost all applications of chaos have
referred to a nonlinear dynamical system. Hence to investigate how sensitively the tool life is
affected by the initial cutting conditions we proposed a new mathematical model entitled ―chaotic
tool wear‖ to investigate both empirically and numerically a chaotic tool wear phenomenon
during a machining process. By changing the initial cutting condition for the first two seconds of
machining, as a favorable cutting condition for the cutting speed, feed rate and depth of cut, the
variation of scatter wear can be found positive in all experiments tested in the course of our work.
In this situation the tool life has significantly been improved.
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Since the chaotic tool wear model clearly shown that the tool life has been found to be
exclusively influenced by the initial conditions; we therefore proposed a new mathematical
model to quantify the sensitive dependence on initial conditions of the tool life during machining
process. First, the wear curves evolution over time under different initial conditions that served to
calculate the Lyapunov exponents are modeled by an ordinary differential equation, the so-called
chaotic tool wear equation. It is then characterized by a continuous function on the basis of
multistep and Cubic B-splines collocation methods. In addition, the variations in tool wear rate of
these wear curve equations under the different initial cutting parameters are quantitatively
measured by a fractal dimension.
As a result, a new mathematical model of chaotic tool wear was developed for the first time
in the studies of tool wear. Based on the numerical results, the critical impact of the initial cutting
conditions on the tool life is demonstrated through a sensitive dependence on the initial
conditions of the chaotic wear. A new concept of tool wear, ―chaotic tool wear‖ is discussed early
in this thesis. The chaotic tool wear model provides with a full interpretation of the initial tool
wear behavior and brings more insight on how the tool life depends significantly on the initial
cutting conditions. More importantly, the chaotic tool wear model is successfully applied to
adjust very small amounts of initial conditions

within only two seconds of changing initial

cutting parameters when machining TiMMCs; tool life was improved by up to 24.5%.

6.2

Originality of the work and contribution to knowledge
The initial wear behavior or break-in wear period plays an important role in engineering

wear system; nevertheless no references were found in literature dealing with the initial tool wear
behavior and its effect to the tool life during a machining process, in general, or in the machining
of the TiMMCs, in particular. Additionally, the application of chaos theory to investigate the
dependence of tool life on the initial conditions has never been conducted so far. Therefore, it is
expected that this research provides some new aspects and contributes to knowledge in our field:
- The initial tool wear during machining of TiMMCs occurs at the first instant and extends
to only ten seconds under all experiments. The initial tool wear at the first moment of
cutting is a result of complicated mechanisms; including coating layer damage, friction tribological wear, diffusion and adhesion. Among them, the adhesion is however the
most important mechanism occurring within the first or initial wear period; this wear
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mechanism differed from the wear mechanism of abrasion in the steady wear period;
(Objective 1, Hypothesis 1);
- Due to the effect of chemical stresses within the first moment of machining lead to the
accelerated cutting force and a temperature gradient increase very fast; the adhesion
materials therefore resulted in diffusion wear and spontaneously reacted with
atmospheric oxygen. Later on, when the tool wear progression reaches to the first
transition period, the combination of several wear mechanisms in association with the
coating layer of (Ti,Al)N generated a new wear form as a whole participating in the
machining process
- The oxidation reactions then generated a new hard thin layer as a whole involved in the
machining process at the first transition wear period. This layer was coined ―brace wear‖
and considered as a ―wear shield‖ or protection layer for the steady wear period. The
discovery of this new wear form provides a better explanation why the wear rate
increases very fast during initial wear and then decreases abruptly at the transition point
to the steady wear period; as well as allows interpreting how significantly the initial tool
wear and initial cutting conditions affect the tool wear evolution and the entire tool life
on the other. (Objective 1, 2; Hypothesis 1);
- The chaos theory is applied for the first time to analyze the tool wear during machining
and particular for the machining of TiMMCs; we proposed a novel model to investigate
the dependence of the tool life on the initial cutting conditions. In this thesis, a new
mathematical model so called ―chaotic tool wear‖ is proposed to quantify a chaotic tool
wear during a machining process based on the Lyapunov exponent and fractal
dimension. As expected, our model permits to quantify a chaotic behavior in the tool
wear system based on scatter wear dimension and Lyaponov exponent to exhibit the
sensitivity dependence on initial conditions of the tool life; (Objective 3, 4; Hypothesis
2);
- In order to analyze the chaotic tool wear at various cutting time the wear curves
evolution over time that are being used to calculate Lyapunov exponents was proposed
to characterize by a continuous function. This work was also aimed at solving precisely
the chaotic tool wear model in general application for the study of tool wear. In this
framework, the multistep and Cubic B-splines collocation methods are developed to
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solve an ordinary differential equation of the chaotic tool wear. So that the chaotic
model therefore are able to calculated the chaotic signal at any cutting time.
Furthermore, the variations in tool wear rate under the different initial cutting parameters
are quantitatively determined by a fractal dimension. As a result, a new concept of tool
wears during machining process, entitled: ―chaotic tool wear‖ is discussed through the
relationship between the tool wear, Lyapunov exponent and fractal dimension.
(Objective 3, Hypothesis 2);
- Another important point to be noted is that a full explanation of the wear rate behavior at
the first initial wear period is obtained through the chaotic tool wear for the first time in
the study of tool wear, chaos theory and fractal geometry. That model equally brings
more insight on how the tool life depends significantly on the initial cutting conditions.
More importantly, application of the chaotic tool wear model to change initial cutting
conditions when machining TiMMCs improved the tool life by up to 24.5%. (Objective
3, 4, Hypothesis 2, 3).
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